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RA Discusses Tuition Hike
by John Lamontagne

Staff Reporter

f

Senior center Dave Kennedy is shown here playing one of his final
games for the Bobcats. Kennedy broke the all time scoring record
formerly held by Howie Alexander. The talent of Dave Kennedy will
be sorely missed by Coach George Wigton next season. Jay Tillman
photo.

A number of topics were dis¬
cussed at the Monday March 3
meeting of the Representative As¬
sembly. Among issues that were
brought up were the recent an¬
nouncement of the rise in total
cost to $14,600 per year and the
announcement of new cluster re¬
quirements. New amendments to
the RA constitution were also dis¬
cussed and voted upon.
RA President Mark Kausel
brought up the issue of the tuition
, increase. He read a statement re¬
leased by College President T.
Hedley Reynolds, that apologizes
for the tuition increase, but states
that it is necessary to maintain the
■ current atmosphere of the school.
The note said that the increase was
made for a number of reasons, in¬
cluding faculty salaries increasing,
costs in the laboratories and the
library, costs for new equipment
that the school will purchase, and
the costs to support and upkeep
the new Olin Arts Center which
will open in September.
It was noted that the increase in
tuition was an 11 percent jump.
Kausel mentioned, “Jeremy
(Sclar, the RA Vice President) and
I are going to talk to President
Reynolds and ask him some ques¬
tions about it. That’s an 11 per-

cent increase, which is a lot.” It
was pointed out that the cost to
attend Bates is “something like
$63 less” than Bowdoin, while
Colby has yet to release its 198687 figures.
“I can’t say it (the increase)
isn’t justified,” said Sclar, “be¬
cause I don’t really know what the
facts and figures are. What I don’t
like is the lack of knowledge (of
where and how the money is spent)
and the fact that we don’t have
access to the numbers.”
A major announcement that
will affect all of the classes except
the Class of ’86 was the an¬
nouncement of a new cluster re¬
quirement. The proposal still re¬
quires 5 humanities or history
courses, only three revolving
around a certain theme, unlike the
current system where all five
courses must pertain to a theme,
was voted upon and accepted by
the faculty on Monday. The new
requirement will directly affect
freshmen, who automatically will
have this requirement, while jun¬
iors and sophomores will have the
choice of doing the earlier re¬
quirement or the new one. Seniors
must complete their cluster under
the old requirement.

The RA hoped to vote upon 12
new ammendments to its consti¬
tution, but was only able to get
through five by the time the meet¬
ing was adjourned. The first
amendment said that the consti¬
tution or its by-law may be
amended with a two thirds vote,
and was passed. The second
amendment was a proposal to ex¬
pand the number of at-large mem¬
bers of the RA from five to ten,
and was also passed. It was said
by the officers that at-large mem¬
bers are, according to Parliamen¬
tarian Paul Billings, “very dedi¬
cated and have excellent attend¬
ance records overall.”
The third amendment proposed
was to establish an informal dis¬
cussion group involving the Full
Assembly, but without the rules
and regulations dealt with during
regular meetings, Ben Robinson,
former Vice President, was an ad¬
vocate of the amendment because,
“The little guy sometimes doesn’t
w.ant to talk with all these rules.
This gives people who are intimi¬
dated to speak his mind.” There
were minor changes to the amend¬
ment.
The fourth amendment dis(Continued on Page 15)

Tuition, Financial Aid Rises
Considerably
by Laura C. Smith

Assistant Editor

istration is not sure how much fi¬
nancial aid will be in the form of
loans or grants, according to Di¬
rector of Financial Aid Leigh P.
Campbell.
More students may join in the
ranks of aid recipients next year as

Tuition for the 1986-87 aca¬
demic year will rise a little over ten
percent from this year to $14,600.
In response to the tuition increase,
financial aid available to students
will rise 16.2 percent.
“Nobody likes to see tuition go
up,” said President of the College
T. Hedley Reynolds. He contin¬
ued by saying that the trend of
by Caitrin Lynch
higher college tuition is “inevita¬
Staff Reporter
ble.”
According to sources, BowWentworth Adams Hall, the all¬
doin, Amherst, Williams, and
Colby Colleges are expecting in¬ male dormitory on campus, will
creases in tuition as well. Tuition turn coed this fall as part of an ef¬
for Colby, for example, is ex¬ fort to meet demand for coed and
pected to jump 11.5 percent for single sex living.
There are several reasons for the
the next year, placing tuition
above $15,000 a year. Bowdoin, conversion to coed living. Assist¬
meanwhile, expects a seven per¬ ant Dean of the College James
cent increase, and Amherst awaits Reese said the conversion is in
hopes that the presence of women
a $960 per student increase.
Bates has a slightly larger per¬ will “stop some of the hallway ac¬
centage of students on financial tivity which results from the men
aid, according to Reynolds, than having nothing better to do.”
does some of its “neighboring “When all guys are together they
tend to do things they wouldn’t do
colleges.”
Reynolds commented that he in the presence of women . . . with
does not think the tuition increase women around the men will act
will have an impact on the type of more socially attractive,” Reese
students attracted to Bates. continued.
In addition, the change is de¬
“Maybe one of these days that
whole picture will change,” but signed to eliminate the stigma of
until then he said he thinks Bates that end of campus being the
will continue to attract similar dead-end living zone in terms of
students as it has in the last de¬ the lottery. “A large number of
men there are sophomores who,
cade.
At this point, the Bates admin¬ because of the lottery, feel they

federal funds will probably drop
off drastically. “Certain people in
Washington just have to gut the
educational budget,” remarked
Reynolds.
The tuition increase will create
(Continued on Page 15)

Adams Will be
Co-ed Next Year
were . . . sentenced to living in
Adams,” explained Reese.
It is also aimed towards less¬
ening the idea of Adams being at
the end of campus. “With the new
art center and Adams becoming
coed, that end of campus will be
very much alive ... it will take on
a new sense of energy,” said
Reese.
In terms of Adams becoming
coed but Parker remaining all fe¬
male, Reese said, “More males
demand coed living as opposed to
single sex. We are trying to fit de¬
mand and having Parker female
and Adams coed fits demand.”
There are rumors that then con¬
version to coed living coincides
with last winter’s death of bene¬
factor Wentworth Adams. In 1964
when he contributed money to¬
wards the construction of the
dorm, all residences were single
sex. Adams expressed a desire for
his dorm to remain single sex, so
any changes would have had to
have received Adams’ consent.
(Continued on Page 15)

R.A. President Mark Kausel addresses students concerning the
tuition hike earlier this week. Colin Browning photo.

This Week
—Victoria Tilney Addresses Short-Term Wor¬
ries
—Columnist Mark Desjardins Says the ACC
is King of College Hoop
—Reviews of “Extremities” and “Miss Ju¬
lie”
—Profiles of Skiers Becky Flynn and Monica
Samolis
—Steven Shalit Reviews The Hitcher
—On Page 3 a Look at the Health Center Ser¬
vices
—Columnist Brad Wolansky Discusses
Friendship
—James Gleason Asks “What Are YOU
Going to Do When YOU Get Out?”
—Senior Class Holds First Countdown to
Graduation Party
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Investigation Proves No Conspiracy in RFK Slaying
LOS ANGEI,ES—The Los An¬
geles police investigation into the
slaying of Rooert F. Kennedy con¬
cluded that there was no evidence
that convicted assassin Sirhan Bishara Sirhan was part of a con¬

spiracy, a summary of the probe
showed.
Police investigators concluded
that Sirhan acted alone the night
of June 5, 1968, when he fired the
shots that killed Kennedy and

wounded five otners. “This was
established beyond any doubt by
eyewitnesses and physical evi¬
dence,” the long-awaited report
said.
The report also concluded that

World News
Libyans to Form Suicide Squads
TRIPOLI, Libya—The legisla¬
ture of Col. Moammar Khadafy’s
Libya has called for formation of
suicide squads to attack US and
Israeli interests and has threat¬
ened those countries’ embassies,
the official JANA news agency
said.
The news agency said the leg¬
islature, called the General Peo¬
ple’s Congress, approved the res¬
olutions Monday night as it ended
a seven-day annual session.
The agency said the congress
also urged Arabs to impose an
economic boycott against the
United States to retaliate for the

US cutoff of commercial ties with
Libya.
In a related development, the
50-member Organization of Afri¬
can Unity yesterday condemned
what it called “provocations,
threats and acts of intimidation,”
by the United States against Li¬
bya.
The resolution, approved by
ministers of member countries at
a meeting in Addis Ababa, Ethio¬
pia, was submitted by the Libyan
delegation. It said that by staging
naval exercises close to Libyan
waters, freezing Libyan assets in
US banks and other measures “of
an economic and commercial na¬

Unlicensed Cemetery Caught
TALLAHASSEE,
Fla.—A
company offering celestial burials
was charged with operating an un¬
licensed cemetery, and officials
said it must own at least 15 con¬
tiguous acres of land in outer
space with a paved road before it
can obtain a permit. Celestis
Group Inc. is not complying with
Florida law, said Comptroller
Gerald Lewis in an administrative
complaint. Celestis advertises that
it will launch into space the cre¬
mated remains of a loved one
packed into a gold-plated, lip¬
stick-sized capsule. For $3,900, the
spacecraft will be placed in orbit
around the earth; for $4,600, it
will be sent into deep space. The
company, which markets its ser¬
vices through funeral homes,

plans its First launch for 1987 on
a four-stage, Conestoga 2 rocket,
according to company ads. (AP)

Chayrez Back
in Surgery
TUCSON, Ariz.—The first
person to receive two artificial
hearts went back into surgery to
stop massive bleeding in her ab¬
domen, a hospital spokeswoman
said. Bernadette Chayrez, 40, was
taken into surgery 1:30 p.m. at
University Medical Center, said
Nina Trasoff. Dr. Hugo Villar, a
gastrointestinal specialist, was
trying to determine the source of
the bleeding and stop it, she said.
(AP)

ture,” the United States had
threatened the “sovereignty and
security of the OAU and UN
member state.
General People’s Congress,
meeting in Benghazi, issued a call
for “forming suicide squads to
wreck US-Zionist interests every¬
where” and “wrecking US-Zion¬
ist embassies in the Arab home¬
land,” the news agency said. (AP)

AUGUSTA (A P)—Maine’s In¬
land Fisheries and Wildlife De¬
partment could issue one-day
fishing licenses to residents and
non-residents for $5, under a bill
awaiting Gov. Joseph E. Bren¬
nan’s signature.
The governor’s legal staff was
reviewing the bill Tuesday after¬
noon, said Brennan’s press secre¬
tary, David Cheever.
Currently the shortest license is¬
sued by the department is for three
days. Under the bill that cleared
the Senate on Monday, residents
who turn in their one-day licenses
would get a $3 credit after fees if
they purchase regular seasonal li¬
censes, which will cost $15 this
year.
The bill would take effect in
1987.
Meanwhile, the House reversed
itself and joined the Senate in sup¬
porting a bill to increase by as
much as $2 a year the cost of boat

BEIRUT—Christian and Mos¬
lem militias bombarded residen¬
tial neighborhoods of the capital,
and police said six persons were
killed and 29 wounded.
The rival militias ignored four
cease-fires called by a four-party
security committee to halt the
shelling, which broke out during
Monday’s rush hour and persisted
sporadically until daybreak, when
a fifth cease-fire took hold.
Meanwhile, many families hud¬
dled in basements and bomb shel¬
ters. Tracer bullets lit up the night
sky and explosions echoed
through the capital as militiamen
lobbed rocket-propelled grenades
and mortars at each other’s posi¬
tions along the Green Line, which
slashes Beirut into Christian and
Moslem sectors.
Christian radio stations accused
Shiite Moslem militants of start¬
ing the fighting to sabotage a Vat¬
ican peace-making initiative to end
the civil war, which erupted in
April 1975.
Moslem radios denied the

Mennealy Seeks
Election

registrations in Maine, with the
state and municipalities each re¬
ceiving an additional $1.
A competing proposal, favored
previously in the House, would
SABATTUS—Jon Mennealy, a
limit the increase to $1 for munic¬
ipalities. Both bills would allow 30-year-old Lewiston native and
for local registration of boats and three-year Sabattus resident, is
require the registrations to be re¬ seeking election to the office of
newed every year instead of every park commissioner.
The duties of the office involve
two years.
the
maintenance and upkeep of
Also Tuesday, the Senate en¬
acted and sent on to Brennan an Martin’s Point Park.
“I would like to become in¬
amended version of his bill to al¬
low banks to set up mobile volved in town affairs,” said
branches in rural areas. The bill Mennealy. “I feel I could put
would prohibit the mobile some of my free time to use for
branches in communities that are the town.”
The lack of interest in the up¬
within 10 road miles of a permakeep
of Martin’s Point is some¬
nent bank._
thing which concerns the candi¬
date. “People would like a clean
beach area, but lack the desire to
help out,” Mennealy said.
No one has run for the office of
BRUNSWICK—The dynamics park commissioner in the past. It
of families in which an adult has has traditionally been filled by ap¬
been convicted of child abuse will pointment of selectmen.
Sabattus’ elections take place
be discussed in a free public lec¬
ture on Sunday at 7:30 p.m. in Friday, when the poll at the Main
Beam Classroom, Visual Arts Street fire station will be open
from 1-7 p.m.
Center, at Bowdoin College.

Child Abuse
Lecture

requests from around the country.
In a Feb. 26 memo to the com¬
mission, Police Chief Daryl Gates
said the review was complete and
authorized the document s re¬
lease, nearly 18 years after Ken¬
nedy was gunned down in the
pantry of the Ambassador Hotel
in the early morning, just after he
learned he had won the June 4
California Democratic presiden¬
tial primary. He died about 24
hours later.
The documents include autopsy
reports and summaries of how the
investigation was conducted, what
security precautions were taken to
protect Kennedy, what happened
immediately before and after the
killing, what medical treatment
the wounded presidential candi¬
date received and trial prepara¬
tions for Sirhan. (UPI)

6 Killed in Beirut Shooting

Dateline: Maine
1-Day Fishing
Licenses
Reviewed

“there was no evidence of con¬
spiracy in the crime,” although
Sirhan acted with premediation
and “was not under the influence
of a drug or intoxicant at the time
of the shooting,” and that the
gunman was “legally sane” when
he shot Kennedy.
Sensitive sections of the report ,
such as names of people investi¬
gated as part of the assassination
probe, were erased during a legal
review of the 1,453-page sum¬
mary, City Attorney Lewis Unger
said.
Unger, who participated along
with several police detective in the
editing, said the review began last
summer when the Police Commis¬
sion, the civilian agency that over¬
sees the Los Angeles Police De¬
partment, voted to make the sum¬
mary public in response to many

charge and accused Christians of
shooting first.
A special envoy of Pope John
Paul II, Msgr. Luigi Giatti, ar¬
rived Sunday and met with Chris¬
tian leaders in an apparent effort
to revive stalled peace moves.
Msgr. Giatti, the Vatican’s Mid¬
dle East expert, traveled to North
Lebanon for talks with Suleiman
Franjieh, a Maronite Catholic and
former president of Lebanon who
commands a 5,000-man militia.
Giatti also scheduled a meeting
with President Amin Gemayel, a
rival of Franjieh.

Beirut press reports said the
Vatican initiative was aimed at re¬
solving strained relations between
Gemayel and President Hafez As¬
sad of Syria.
Assad was angry with Gemayel
for scuttling a peace pact Syria
mediated between Lebanon’s
Moslem and Christian militia
leaders Dec. 28 to end the war.
Gemayel’s loyalists crushed ri¬
val Christians led by militia chief¬
tain Elie Hobeika Jan. 15. Hobeika had signed the peace accord
with Walid Jumblatt, the Druze
leader, and Nabih Berri, the Shiite
Moslem leader. (AP)

6 Convicted in Bombings
NEW YORK—A federal jury
convicted six self-described revo¬
lutionaries of conspiracy and
bombing military sites between
1982 and 1984 as members of the
violently radical United Freedom
Front. The jury in US District
Court in Brooklyn returned the
convictions on 27 counts of con¬
spiracy, bombing, and attempting
bombing after 103 hours of delib¬
erations over 13 days. Judge Leo
Glasser directed the jury to re¬
sume deliberating the remaining
charges in the 72-count bombing
conspiracy case. Convicted of two
bombings and one count of con¬
spiracy were Thomas Manning,
39, and his wife, Carol; Richard
Williams, 38; Raymond Luc Levasseur, 39; Jaan Laaman, 37, and

Man
Contaminated
LONDON—State-owned Brit¬
ish Nuclear Fuels Ltd. said a
worker was slightly contaminated
by radioactive material at its plant
at Capenhurst in northwest Eng¬
land. It was the fourth accident
reported by the company in less
than a month. The company said
in a statement issued Monday that
the man was repairing a faulty
valve at the Capenhurst plant,
which produces enriched ura¬
nium, when the incident occurred
Sunday. The company said the in¬
cident had not been serious
enough to notify authorities, and
it became public after the Cam¬
paign for Nuclear Disarmament at
nearby Merseyside said it had re¬
ceived a tip that a worker had been
rontaminated at CaDenhurst. (AP)

his wife, Barbara Curzi, 28. The
bombings for which they were
convicted occurred at the Theo¬
dore Roosevelt Army Center in
Uniondale on Long Island on May
12, 1983, and the Naval Reserve
Center in Queens on May 13,
1983. (UPI)__

Door Takes
15 Lives
CARACAS—A metal security
door designed to protect employ¬
ees of the Chilean embassy may
have helped cause their deaths
when a fire swept through the of¬
fice building, killing 15 persons,
fire officials said yesterday. Lt.
Colonel Enrique Garcia, the Ca¬
racas fire chief, said several em¬
bassy employees died Monday be¬
cause fire-fighters could not break
through an armored security door
leading to an emergency exit from
the embassy offices on the top two
floors of the 14-story Cemica
Tower. President Jaime Lusinchi
ordered an investigation of the fire
that killed the Chilean ambassa¬
dor to Venezuela and 14 others.
(AP)_

Iraqi Bombers
Kill 12
MANAMA, Bahrain—Iraqi
bombers raided an Iranian city in
oil-rich Khuzestan, and Iran re¬
ported 12 civilians were killed and
72 wounded. An Iranian helicop¬
ter gunship lobbed a rocket into a
French-owned supertanker in the
central sector of the Persian Gulf,
rnluona
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A Trip to the Health Center Means
More Than Tylenol and a Band-Aid

Health Center Director Chris Tisdale. Jay Tillman photo.
by John Lamontagne
Staff Reporter
It’s the white house with red
shutters on Campus Avenue, near
Whittier and Milliken House, for
those of you who don’t know
where it is. But chances are that
you have been to the Health Cen¬
ter, and it’s possible you’ve been
there more than once. In fact, 87
percent of all students visit the
Health Center every year, and
7000 visits are made each year.
For most of us, in high school
going to the nurse’s office meant
that if you had a headache, you’d
have your temperature checked
and be handed a band-aid. Many
students at Bates still believe that
going to the “nurse’s office” is a
useless endeavor, and will in the
end result in very little.
“They really don’t do much, do
they?” one student asked.
“All they really do is mother
you, for the most part,” said an¬
other. “They’re there to give you
some Tylenol, some hot soup and
tell you to drink lots of fluids.”
This is, of course, true, but the
Bates College Health Center has a
lot more to offer to the Bates
community than aspirin and bandaids. Open 24 hours a day, seven
days a week, the Health Center
.,
, „ ,
...
provides nearly all the physical as
„
.
well as psychological
health
needs one could ask for.
The Health Center here at Bates
is more than merely an infirmary.
It’s main purpose is, in fact, to
help sick students recover from
illnesses and provide a restful
place for those people, but it also
attempts to cover a number of
areas less identified with an infirn
.
. . .
.
mary. Beyond the typical nursing
. .■ .u it i\
.
.
duties, the Health Center also tries
to cover such things as health ed¬
ucation, alcohol and drug problems, major emergencies, as well

as psychological counseling.
Chris Tisdale, the director of
the Health Center, notes that “I
think what’s different about the
Bates Health Center versus most
other colleges in the country is that
our center is geared toward a more
wholistic, health-oriented kind of
approach. Other health centers are
more like infirmaries. We try to do
much more of a global approach
and look at the whole person and
the choices they’re making.”

emergencies. Usually they call for
an ambulance, since, as Tisdale
admitted, “We’re not set up to
deal with a really critical problem
here,” but she said that this was
not necessary, since Bates is within
minutes of two hospitals.
Kuehn related a story where the
immediate action of the Health
Center staff saved the life of an
individual. She said that a student
was experiencing an allergic reac¬
tion to a drug he had taken for a
headache, and by the time he had
reached the center, he had gone
into shock. “We called an ambul¬
ance and gave him adrenaline and
benedryl and by the time it got
here, he was starting to come out
it. But if we hadn’t acted imme¬
diately, he probably would have
died.”
“I think we’re pretty well
equipped to be able to assess what
is a crisis situation,” Kuehn said.
“We do a lot of what is called
‘triage.” If it’s something we can
take care of, we take care of it. If
it’s something where we don’t
know what’s wrong, and we feel
the student needs to be seen right
away, we’ll call the doctor on call
and have the doctor see the stu¬
dent or else we’ll send him (or her)
to the Emergency Room of the
hospital.”
The Health Center must deal
with some who come for physical
care everyday. Said Kuehn,
“There are students we see on a
daily basis. There aren’t very
many, but that’s because generally
a college population is a’ healthy
population.”
Physical therapy for people re¬
covering from a physical injury or
for people who are physically
handicapped is not covered so
much by the Health Center as it is
by the trainees at Bates, Roger
Park and Gail Henderson.
Another major function of the

The Bates Health Center also
offers extensive pysychological
counseling. At Bates, there are
five counselors who each work
approximately 25 hours a week
counseling Bates students. Stu¬
dents can also see Tisdale in the
Health Center when she is in and
“we can sit down and talk indi¬
vidually about counseling and
counseling services.” When the
“professional help” is not avail¬
able, the nurses at the center do
their best to help students through
a personal crisis. Says Persis
Hope, a nurse at the Health'Cen¬
ter, “I suppose you’d call it ‘crisis
intervention.’ We just sort of help
people we’ll refer to psycholo¬
gists, but we’re here to talk to.”
Despite the easy access to im¬
mediate counseling that the Health
Center claims to provide, one stu¬
dent, who chose to remain anon¬
ymous, disagreed. The student felt
that the Health Center was limited
when professional counselors or
doctors were not there. Said the
person, who is in frequent contact

life where you’re changing from
adolescence into adulthood. It
creates a lot of common problems
and moments of stress and crisis.
I think knowing that there’s a ser¬
vice there that’s available to you
as advantageous. I see the coun¬
selor’s role as simply expediting
the process of you finding out
what’s going on and how you’re
going to deal with that problem.
They don’t solve the problems.
They just help you come up with
the answers faster.”
Psychological problems most
commonly dealth with by people
at the Health Center, according to
Tisdale, are “crises in relation¬
ships, whether it’s with parents or
boyfriend/girlfriend problems or
friendships. Academic problems
are a major crisis time. People are
feeling the pressure and procras¬
tination, arid all the things that go
along with the academic push.”
She added, “A lot of students
struggle with isolation and feeling
alone” which strikes a blow to
one’s ego, and she said she feels

“Other Health Centers are more like infir¬
maries. We try to do much more of a global
approach and look at the whole person and
the choices they’re making.”
Chris Tisdale
The most obvious area that the
Health Center covers is that of
students who have come down
with illnesses, such as the flu ep¬
idemic that the entire campus
faced last January. “Probably the
majority of patients we see are
people with colds and the flu,”
said Health Center nurse Gladys
Kuehn. “But we get a variety of
things everday. People come in
here with any physical complaint
they have.” She gave examples
such as injuries to students or faculty, or conjuntivitis, when a perI_.
., „ „ .. . ,.
son has an inflammation in his or
her eye.
The recent case of flu going
around the Lewiston area caused
the Health Center to work more
than they are accustomed. “This
has been the worst year since I’ve
been here (four years) as for the
flu epidemic,” Tisdale remarked.
We were seeing 40 to 50 people
a day for the flu, not to mention
„
,
,
the people we see on a day to day
basjs >
Occasionally, the Health Center
is forced to deal with immediate

Health Center is health education.
This category includes such things
as birth control, information
about certain diseases such as
AIDS and herpes, information
Health Center Nurse Persis Hope
about smoking and seminars on' Jay Tillman photo.
different health issues. Junior Ad¬
with the Health Center, “The
visors and Resident Coordinators
weekend staff of nurses can’t deal
are given basic information about
as much with emergency (psycho¬
the Health Center, and are told to
logical) problems. They do have
send students to the center for
avenues they can go down, but I
more complex problems.
don’t see them as using those av¬
Tisdale has trained Student
enues, unless you’re desperate.”
Health Educators, who “know a
The person cited examples where
little bit about a lot of things.”
the Health Center was slow to re¬
Said one such educator, “We’re a
spond to situations that might
liaison to the Health Center. We’re
have been considered emergen¬
provided with a lot of informa¬
cies. “They don’t seem to have the
tion, with certain phone numbers
proper channels set up” for emer¬
for people to call.”
gency situations. To this student,
The Health Center also deals “It’s all very foggy.”
Despite the criticism, Tisdale
with problems students have with
encourages
counseling for those
alcohol or drugs. Tisdale said,
who
need
it
and
are able to get it.
“Drugs (including alcohol) are
used on a recreational, stress re¬ She said, “Sometimes students are
duction, experimental kind of reluctant to get into counseling
fashion. Yes, there are a number services and I really encourage it
of students that have a serious because I think that it’s so impor¬
problem with drug addiction or tant for students to have access to
alcohol, but not a large number.” the service. It’s the time of your

offers assistance to a Bates student.

that a strong ego is essential in
surviving the college years.
Many students are reluctant to
see a counselor in fear of massive
bills. This is usually not a prob¬
lem, for most. Says Tisdale,
“Bates pays for the first seven ses¬
sions for everyone, and most in¬
surance plans cover the sessions
after that. Most of our students
can get over that crisis that’s hap¬
pening within the 7 sessions.”
Fear of huge medical cost often
drives away people who are sick
and hoping to stay in the Health
Center. The College pays for your
stay (as though it is free!) in the
Health Center, and the Center
provides some common drugs to
students free of cost.
“Well, overall, they’re really
good to me,” said one student
(Continued on Page 16)
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White Elected
President
by Brad H. Wolansky

The Class of 1986 selected
Christopher L. White to be its
president Tuesday, as senior class
elections came to a close via a run¬
off ballot. Kelli J. Armstrong took
the position of secretary in a vote
held a week earlier.
White was a coordinator of
V.I.P.s at the Muskie Archives
dedication held this fall. He was a
junior advisor, house council
president, and currently is a resi¬
dent coordinator. In sports, he has
played intramurals, is head ath¬
letic trainer, and is captain of the
men’s varsity lacross team.
Over twenty members of the
class of ’86 ran in the primary
presidential election. In the Tues¬
day runoff decision, White de¬
feated John N. Harris, John P.
Howard, Michael P. Meehan, and
Scott E. Steinberg.
Armstrong is chiefly noted for
her role as president in the Cam¬
pus Association (CA). She also
was a junior advisor and currently
is house coordinator for Frye
Street Union.
Armstrong defeated Denise A.
Barton in the race for class sec¬
retary.

Staff Reporter

A graduating class ’ president and
secretary are responsible for organiz¬
ing Senior Week activities. Once
they and their peers officially become
alumni, their roles become critical to
the continued cohesiveness of the
class.
The president presides over all
alumni gatherings and assists the sec¬
retary in his or her duties. The secret¬
ary keeps in contact with class mem¬
bers on a yearly basis, and produces a
written newsletter which runs down
who is doing what.
Rachel G. Pethick, director of
alumni relations, said she feels the
secretary’s position is particularly
important — but no less important
than the president’s — because “the
secretary is the vital link which keeps
the class together during the five
years prior to the first reunion.”
Senior class elections are con¬
ducted annually by the Representa¬
tive Assembly. Jennifer L. Guckel
’88, RA secretary for 1986-87, re¬
ported that over two-thirds of the
class of 1986 voted in the primary
elections. She said she was pleased
with the strong turnout and hoped
participation would continue to grow
in the future.

1985 Yearbook Due
likely projection.” According to
Leahey, “All the high school year¬
books are in for printing in April
Will the 1985 yearbook ever and May” and thus it is unlikely
come out? The question has that Bates, as well, will be able to
crossed a number of people’s have their printed at the same
minds and is a question that does time, as proposed.
not seem to have an. immediate so-,
The 1985 Mirror ran into prob¬
lution.
lems last year in that the 1985 ed¬
It is common knowledge that itor, Brommer, virtually decided
the 1985 Mirror has yet to arrive, to produce it himself. Leahey re¬
nor has it even been completed marked that, “It all comes from
and sent to the publisher. Origi¬ layout. He (Brommer) took it
nally expecting a September re¬ upon himself to get it done. He’s
lease, then promised for Novem¬ a perfectionist and wanted to get
ber, then January, then late it done right.” Brommer also ran
March, and now short term, those into problems with deadlines, and
anxious to receive their yearbooks since last year had a “busy sched¬
have been forced to endure a great ule in New York City” even
waiting game. Even the Short greater delays in the completion
Term projection is considered an and publication of the book were
unrealistic one by ’86 Mirror Ed¬ created.
itor Sean Carlos and Business
Current Editor Carlos said he
Manager Mark Leahy.
believes that problems were in a
According to Carlos, the hope number of areas. “There was a
of Jim Brommer (last year’s edi¬ lack of-staff, lack of cooperation
tor) to release the book before this from the Bates community, and
academic school year is over is not apathy. I’ll never say it was all
one that is likely to occur. Carlos Jim’s fault.” He also noted that
said that the printer that the Mir¬ in previous years, yearbook staffs
ror consults said that it was next have completed the Mirror during
to impossible for the book to be Short Term, and it is possible that
done by late May.
Brommer thought this was possi¬
Leahey also noted that the ble in ’85.
Brommer target was a “very un(Continued on Page 15)
by John Lamontagne
Staff Reporter

Recent hand gun debate focused on an important national issue. Sue Luedee photo.

Handgun Control Topic of
Heated Debates
by Chris Runge
Staff Reporter
The issue of handgun control
was discussed at length this week
in Chase Lounge. Dean of the
College James Carignan and Ar¬
thur Flemming of the Philosophy
Department took part in a forum
of handgun control on Wednes¬
day February 26.
On Friday Dr. Edward Wal¬
worth, a local surgeon and mem¬
ber of Handgun Control Inc. de¬
bated Richard Gardiner, an As¬
sistant Council for the National
Rifle Association. Both events
were sponsored by the Forum of
Human Awareness and the New
World Coalition.
Professor Flemming led off the
forum on Wednesday with his ar¬
gument against the control of
handguns. Flemming began by il¬
lustrating a dilemma in regulating
handguns. According to Flem¬
ming there are two kinds of hand¬
gun control: a mild form, licens¬
ing and registration, and a strict
form, or abolition.
Flemming said, “The mild form
won’t work. It hasn’t worked up
to this time and there’s no reason
to believe it will work now.”
“As for the abolition of all
handguns, Flemming said, “It
won’t work fairly. There are 120
million guns in the U.S., more
guns than cars, 1 in 6 is illegally

obtained. These are the people
who are most likely to use them.
They aren’t touched [by gun con¬
trol legislation]” he related.
As for the laws already on the
books, Flemming pointed out New
York’s Sullivan Act, one of the
toughest pieces of gun control leg¬
islation in the country. “New York
has a tougher gun control law than
Minnesota, yet New York has
more homicides.”
“I was a passive supporter [of
gun control] until October 21. I
speak more from the heart than
from the head. It’s a heart that
beats a quarter inch from a bul¬
let,” said Carignan, opening his
remarks in favor of gun control.
“To disregard it because it cannot
achieve [the total elimination of
handgun crime] is grossly unfair
. . . Gun control won’t eradicate
homicide, but that doesn’t mean
we give it up entirely ... We have
to face the fact that we have a his¬
tory of violence.”
From 1900 to 1970, 800,000
people died from handgun wounds
in the U.S., more people than U.S.
military casualities from the Rev¬
olution to Viet Nam. Carignan
pointed out, “It’s criminal that
this should be happening. It’s time
we, as a nation, started to do
something about it. We don’t have
to proliferate the agents of death,
handguns.”
On Friday, a more formal de¬

bate took place between a Lewis¬
ton surgeon and a lawyer for the
N.R.A. Richard Gardiner, an as¬
sistant council for the N.R.A.,
characterized gun control as
“Elite groups using the power of
the state to oppress people,” cit¬
ing the fact that there was rise in
the crime rate after the 1968 wave
of gun control laws. Gardiner
called gun control in this country
“virtually meaningless.” “There’s
a reason these laws don’t work
. . . they don’t address the prob¬
lem, which is the misuse of fire¬
arms, not their ownership,” said
Gardiner. “What needs to be done
instead of focusing our resources
on a non-problem, we need to fo¬
cus on those individuals who com¬
mit crimes with handguns.”
Dr. Edward Walworth of
Handgun Control Inc. and a local
surgeon opened his remarks say¬
ing, “I’m interested in saving
lives, whether on the operating ta¬
ble or through prevention.” Wal¬
worth compared the proliferation
of handguns to a disease. “You’ve
heard of smallpox, well that’s
been eliminated and polio and t.b.
are under control. What’s the
other thing physicians take care
of? Gunshot wounds and car ac¬
cidents. Seatbelts take care of one
problem, we need stricter gun
control laws to take care of the
other.”

Bates Grad Silver Focuses on Central America
by Howard Fine
Staff Reporter
Diana Silver, ’82, co-director of
the Interreligious Task Force on
Central America, returned to
Bates last Tuesday evening Feb¬
ruary 25 to give an update on the
situation in Central America.
Her visit was timely, Silver re¬
marked, because on the following
day, the Reagan Administration
was to send an aid package to
Congress for at least $100 million
in “non-lethal aid” to the coun¬
terrevolutionaries (Contras) fight¬
ing the Sandanista government of
Nicaragua. She later explained

that such aid includes “everything poured in by the United States,
except arms and ammunition,” “nothing is being done in an ef¬
like boots, trucks and other mili¬ fort to make the kinds of change
tary equipment.
happen that are going to eliminate
Silver focused on her discussion ; the conditions that originally led
of Central America on three to the civil war. In fact, popular
countries she has often visited in movements protesting the govern¬
the last few years: El Salvador, ment of El Salvador are gaining in
Honduras, and Nicaragua. Begin¬ i size and strength at a pace not seen
ning with El Salvador, she re¬ since 1978 at the outbreak of the
vealed that “$516 million in eco¬ civil war.”
nomic aid to the Duarte govern¬
Silver tried to convey the scope
ment is being proposed by the of the poverty she has seen in
Reagan Administration. Just four Central America using an experi¬
years ago, when I graduated, $54 ence at the office of a human
rights leader in Honduras. While
million of aid seemed like a lot.”
she was waiting to see the leader,
Furthermore she claimed that in
spite, of all the money being she noticed a woman crying con¬

stantly for over an hour in the
waiting room.
When Silver later asked the hu¬
man rights leader why this woman
was crying, he told her that “her
son died that morning due to de¬
hydration caused by diarrhea from
contaminated water . . . and that
her nine-month-old child was also
suffering from contaminated
water.”
The contras of Nicaragua Silver
told the audience of about 50 peo¬
ple, number about 13,000. Many
of these men were members of the
old National Guard of the Samoza regime, which was over¬
thrown in 1979.

“I have spoken with many fam¬
ilies in Nicaragua whose members
have been killed by the counter¬
revolutionaries. And not just shot
(in the back; but raped, tortured,
and dismembered before they were
killed. Clearly, they are trying not
just to kill people but to terrorize
the country . . . The Administra¬
tion is funding murderers and kill¬
ers.”
Regarding U.S. policy in the re¬
gion, Silver pointed out that in El
Salvador, where elections were
held in 1984 in the midst of a civil
war, the Administration claimed
that “the elections were ‘fair, rea¬
sonable and just.’
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Sports
Basketball Concludes Season,
Kennedy Plays Last Game
by Matt Hall
Student Correspondent
The Bates College Men s Bas¬
ketball team closed its season last
Wednesday night with a defeat at
the hands of Colby College, 80-65.
Bates’ all-time leading scorer Dave
Kennedy ’86 led all Bates scorers
with 19 points, giving him a career
total of 1600 points. Dave Weaver
’89 hauled in 9 rebounds in the
Colby game, while Mike Bernier
’87 and Bob Price ’88 each
chipped in with 4 assists apiece.

Swimmers
Break
Records
by Jenny Lynn Briggs
Copy and Wire Editor
The Men’s Swim team finished
their season energy-full and hair¬
less, finishing a respectable elev¬
enth in the New England Cham¬
pionships Division III last week¬
end, March 1 and 2.
According to Coach George
Purgavie, “We had a great sea¬
son, the best ever for Bates. Next
year should be even better.”
The team’s final record was 7-2
after defeating both Brandeis and
Bridgewater. In both meets the
Bobcats never gave up their lead.
The three days spent at Springfield College, where the New Eng¬
land Championships were held,
were days spent swimming hard
and breaking school records in
many events. Freshman Stu Barter
broke records in the 500 yard
freestyle with a time of 5:04.80
and in the 1650 yard freestyle with
a time of 18:02.13. Will Letts ’87
broke the record in the 200 yard
backstroke, swimming a 2:11.21
and Hale Thurston ’87 also broke
the record for the 200 yard frees¬
tyle with a timef 1:49.79.
Records were also broken in the
400 and 800 yard freestyle relays.
Incentive'for the swimmers in the
400 yard relay was given when
Coach Purgavie committed him¬
self to shaving his mustache if they
swam under a time of 3:30.00. The
relay, consisting of Jon Simon ’89,
Jay O’Hair ’87, Stu Barter ’89,
and Hale Thurston ’87, swam a
3:25.39. Presently, Coach Purga¬
vie has no mustache.
Assistant Coach Ron Demers
was a newcomer to the team this
year and when asked to comment
on his experience he said, “I loved
it.and I can’t wait until next year.”
As a senior and being his last
year with the swim team Jim Ross,
who has been captain of the team
for the last two years, concluded,
“Swim team has been a great
growing place for me personally
as well as socially. The team spirit,
the demanding physical challenge,
and the sincere support of all the
members on the team are reasons
why this team has been and al¬
ways will be a success whether they
win or lose. I’ll never forget it.”

Although the team finished the
season under .500, the Bobcats
played well all year, losing eight
games by four points or less. Bates
turned in one of its best perfor¬
mances all year in the January 9
tilt against Colby, coming up just
short, 77-76. Following that con¬
test, the Bobcats proceeded to win
eight out of fifteen games.
Kennedy became Bates’ all-time
leading scorer on February 9
against Husson College. The se¬
nior pivotman surpassed Howie
Alexander ’68 with a fifteen foot
jump shot near the end of the first
half.
Several other players turned in
fine performances this season.
Dave Weaver ’89 led the squad in
rebounds while averaging 12
points per game. Mike Bernier’s

’87 perimeter play (10.5 points per
game) was a key element in the
Bobcat attack, as was the fine
work of Steve Williams ’88 (9
points per game).
Mark Brown ’87 provided much
bench support as the team’s sixth
man. Bob Price ’88 (111 assists)
quarterbacked an offense that
outscored its opponents 74.7 to
72.8 points per game.
Although the Kennedy era has
now come to a close, Bates can
look forward to the return of four
starters next season, as well as
such solid players as Rob Prunier
’88, Wayne Fitzgerald ’88, and
Dave Larrivee ’88. If next year’s
team can continue the improve¬
ment this year’s team exhibited,
the Bobcats should be headed for
a successful 1986-87 campaign.

Track Finishes at 6-5
by Tim Mahoney
Staff Reporter
The Bates Men’s Indoor Track
team recently completed its season
with a record of 6-5.
On February 15, Bates hosted
the first annual CBB vs. “Little
Three” Meet. Colby, Bates, and
Bowdoin competed as a team
against Amherst, Williams, and
Wesleyan. CBB easily won the
meet.
*
One of the highlights of the
CBB vs. Little Three Meet was the
Alumni Invitational Two Mile
Race. Alumni from Bates, Colby,
and Williams competed in this
race, which was won by Paul
Hammond, a former Bates run¬
ner.
. Another exciting highlight was
John Fitzgerald’s performance in
I the 5000 meters. Fitzgerald flew to
a Bates indoor record of 14:24,
finishing more than 30 seconds
ahead of his nearest competition.
Fitzgerald qualified for the NCAA
Division III National Champion¬
ships with this electrifying perfor¬
mance.
Yet another high point in the
;meet was Matt Schecter’s victory

in the high jump. Schecter broke
his own Bates record with a jump
of 6'9!4".
The next weekend, February 22,
Bates hosted the Division III New
England Championships. The
Bates team finished fourth behind
MIT, Brandeis, and Colby. Matt
Schecter won the high jump and
broke his week old Bates record
with a jump of 6'9'A.".
Senior sprinter Todd O’Brien
qualified for the NCAA Division
III Championships by winning the
55 meter dash in 6.52 seconds.
John Fitzgerald won the 3000
meter race, outrunning archrival
Jim White of Southeastern Mass
University. White was the 1985
Division III cross country na¬
tional champion, and will com¬
pete with Fitzgerald in the 5000
meters at the indoor Nationals on
March 14 and 15. Senior Reggie
Floyd overcame an injury to win
the long jump.
I On February 28 and March 1,
'four Bates athletes competed at
the Open New England Champi¬
onships at MIT. They were Todd
|0’Brien, Matt Schecter, John
'Fitzgerald, and Reggie Floyd.
(Continued on Page 7)
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Sophomore back up center Dave Larrivee has eluded opponents’
reaches all season. Jay Tillman photo.

Ski
Teams End
Seasons
by Scott Hoffman
Stowe Vermont on March 5-8.
Staff Reporter
The Bates College Men’s and
Women’s Ski Teams completed
their seasons by competing in the
Williams Winter Carnival on Feb¬
ruary 14 and 15 and the EISA
Championships at Middlebury on
February 21 and 22.
At the Williams Carnival, the
men finished tenth while the
women placed sixth. At Middle¬
bury, both the men and women re¬
tained their Division 1 status by
finishing tenth and sixth respec¬
tively. 17 schools competed at
Middlebury, so one. again, Bates
held its own against the best in the
east.
Bates also had two qualifiers for
the National Championships at

Matt Schecter ’89 displays winning form in earlier meet action. Jay Tillman photo.

Captain Monica Samolis ’87 will
: be making her third trip to the
Nationals as she qualified for the
Giant Slalom and just missed
qualifying in the Slalom. Fresh¬
man Becky Flynn will cap off a
great year by competing in the na¬
tional cross-country race. In ad¬
dition, senior Karen Drugge was,
selected as the first alternate for
the cross-country race which
means she will go if the East gets
a wild card entry.
Bates saved its best efforts for
last as they were clutch at Middle¬
bury. On Friday, the alpine team
competed in the Giant Slalom
while the cross-country racers
competed individually. Junior
Kirk Moore led the men alpiners
with a nineteenth place finish. Fel-,
low juniors Sean O’Donnell and
David Todd finished thirty-sixth
and thirty-seventh. For the
women, Captain Samolis led the
way by placing eleventh while
Freshman Rosemary Hart and
Sophomore Tish Janerich came in
twenty-first and twenty-seventh.
In Cross-country action, Ken
Woodard ’86 came ,up with his
best performance of the year as he
placed thirty-sixth. Senior Mike
Hoye was next in forty-fourth
with senior captain Peter . Gluck
right behind in forty-seventh. For
the women, Becky Flynn contin¬
ued her fine season by placing
thirteenth; she was closely fol¬
lowed by senior Karen Drugge and
junior Maureen Davis as they^
placed twenty-fourth and thirty- /
, first respectively.
On Saturday, the Men’s alpine
had its best day of the year as they
placed sixth in the slalom. Kirk
Moore led the way in twenty-sec¬
ond with Sean O’Donnell and
(Continued on Page 7)
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Women’s Track 13-4
impressive tenth place finish. Most
of the Division I schools in New
England were represented in this
meet with the University of Con¬
The Womens Track team ap¬
necticut taking the overall crown.
proaches the end of their success¬
Andrea Kincannon recorded a
ful track season with two big
very fast 56.9 in the 400m to place
meets remaining. The Bobcats
third. Her time was only two
ended their regular season with an
tenths shy of the winner.
impressive 13-4 record and hope
Freshman Anne Millham un¬
to do well in the upcoming meets.
leashed a triple jump of 36-0 to
Before vacation, the Bobcats
competed in the Maine State take fourth in that event as well as
Championships. Coach Carolyn breaking the Bates school record.
Court was extremely pleased with The record was previously held by
her athletes as they garnered five Camille McKayle who jumped 35individual first places, helping the 4 in the Nationals last year. Kin¬
team to a solid second place finish cannon also added a fifth place
behind powerhouse University of finish in the long jump with a leap
of 17-81/2.
Maine.
Leading the Bobcats was jump¬
Court said she is optimistic
ing and sprinting sensation An¬ about the upcoming Division III
drea Kincannon who captured Eastern Championships being held
three first places; in the long jump at Colby, “I’d like to see us in the
at 17-6'A, in the 200m dash in top six or seven schools.” The
25.96, and in the 55m dash in 7.38. Bobcats are sending 16 athletes to
Freshman Bethany Maitland took compete. Kincannon leads the way
first in the 55m hurdles in a time as defending champion in the long
of 8.90 with teammate Anne jump and one of the top seeds in
Leonard a close second. The final the dash. Millham should be a
first place went to Kathy Flaherty force in the triple jump and Mait¬
who set a new meet record in the land and Leonard should do well
high jump with a jump of 5-4Vi. in the hurdles. Flaherty also has a
Other notable performances good chance to excel in the high
were Anne Millham’s second place jump.
finish in thp triple jump at 35-2 Vi
The N.C.A.A. Division III Na¬
and her third place finish in the tionals will be held at Bethel Col¬
long-jump at 16-9‘A. The Bates 4- lege in St. Paul, Minnesota and
200 relay also place second with a Court is hoping to bring up to four
team consisting of (Leonard, Ger- athletes this year. Kincannon has
vais, Smith, and Brandon).
already qualified and three other
The Open New Englands were women are very close and will
held at Boston College on Febru¬ probably end up going. They in¬
ary 28 and the Bobcats came away clude Maitland, Flaherty, and
from this talent show with a very maybe Nadia White in the 1500.
by Scott Pellerin
Student Correspondent

The women’s track team and junior Anne Leonard have overcome a few hurdles this season. Jay Tillman
photo.

Samolis, Flynn Ski in Nationals
by Dave Kissner
Staff Reporter
Since September both junior
Monica Samolis and freshman
Becky Flynn have trained in one
way or another for the college ski
season. For both skiers, the cul¬
mination of all their hard work
came with their qualification for
the NCAA National Champion¬
ships at Stowe, VT. this week.

Women’s Basketball Highlights
by Julie Graham
Staff Reporter
A string of four end-of-the-season losses left Bates women’s bas¬
ketball with a record of 7-11. The
season, however, was far from
unsuccessful.
Said sophomore guard Deb
Phillipchick, “our record might
not show it, but we really played
well this season. We lost a lot of
games by a close margin.” In five
of its losses, in fact, the team came
within 8 points of its opponents.
Bates also improved through¬
out the season, laying a strong
foundation for future Bates
teams. “I think we were able to
continue the rebuilding which

Coach Boetcher started last year,”
said Head Coach Marsha Graef.
•“It will take three or four years to
establish Bates as a truly compet¬
itive team. I feel we got a good
start this year.”
Tri-captain Althea Latady
agreed. “I definitely see winning
seasons ahead for Bates,” she
commented.
According to Graef, Latady and
her fellow tri-captains, Lisa Kelley
and Leslie Latady, will be sorely
missed next season. “I can’t say
enough about the captains,”
Graef said. “They were the best
leaders on and off the court that
I’ve seen in my 10 years of coach¬
ing.”
Althea Latady, who averaged

five points and seven rebounds per
game, was described by Graef as
the team’s best defensive player.
“We usually matched her with the
other team’s biggest offensive
threat,” Graef said. “She also did
an outstanding job rebounding
and fastbreaking, and was a smart
offensive player, as well.”
Leslie Latady was the team’s
second highest scorer, putting in
10 points per game for the Bob¬
cats. Latady was also second in
rebounding, grabbing an average
of eight boards per game. “Leslie
was very quick and very smart,”
Graef said. “She has a turn¬
around jump shot that was very
tough for our opponents to beat.”

New England Championships Highlight
Fine Season for Women’s Swimming
. by Jon Simon
Staff Reporter
The 85-86 women’s swim sea¬
son is now coming to a close. The
most important meet of the year,
the New England Championship
meet was held last Saturday at
Southeastern Mass. University.
Now all that remains are the
E.C.A.C. championship meet and
Nationals.
The team which went to New
Englands was composed of Jen
Briggs ’88, Marcia Dugan ’87,
Joan Farrington ’88, Elisa Fisher
’88, Wendy Genga ’89, Linnea
Hensley ’88, Jenn Rybeck ’87,
Patti Slovenski ’86, Maria Uhle
’89, and the diving crew, Alison
Smith ’88, Deb Smith ’87, and
Ann Rittenberg ’86.
Outstanding performances were

plentiful as the team had prepared
for the meet all year.
All the relays placed well with
the Division III schools in New
England. The 200 Medly Relay
placed 18th, the 800 freestyle 6th,
the 400 freestyle Relay 10th, the
200 freestyle relay 12th, the 400
medly relay 14th.
The diving team, Ann Ritten¬
berg, Jen Briggs, Alison Smith
took 10th, 11th, and 12th in the
one meter diving. Ann Rittenberg
and Jen Briggs 4th and 9th in three
meter. Deb Smith could not dive
as she pinched a nerve in her back
getting out of the team van.
The best event for the team was
the 200 fly in which Elisa Fisher,
Jen Rybeck, Joan Farrington,
16th, 12th and 9th.
School records were set in the
800 and 400 free relays, both of

these relays had Linnea Hensley,
Elisa Fisher, Jen Rybeck, and
Wendy Genga. Individual records
were set by Wendy Genga in the
200 freestyle (placed 5th) and 500
freestyle (placed 3rd). Joan Far¬
rington set records in the 100 and
200 fly, placing 15th and 9th place
respectively.
The women accomplished their
biggest goal of the year by going
5-3, an improvement over last
year’s 5-4 record. The other im¬
portant goal, placing in the top ten
at New Englands, was completed
by the Championship team which
placed ninth compared to 13th last
year. The team’s finish was fan¬
tastic considering they had to
compete against such big swim¬
ming schools as Bowdoin, Wil¬
liams Tufts and Wellesley.

The Nationals also exemplify a
fine season for the women’s ski
team. The lady Bobcats contin¬
ually finished among the top seven
teams in the eastern NCAA car¬
nival circuit. Bolstered by the
nordic skiers, who placed fourth
in both the individual race scoring
and relay competition, and by Sa¬
molis, who finished fifth in the
slalom, the women’s team gar¬
nered their top performance at the
St. Lawrence Carnival with a fifth
place finish.
As captain of the women’s al¬
pine team, Samolis noted the
progress of the team throughout
the training and skiing seasons.
“The skiers which I worked with
all fall went above and beyond my
expectations,” Samolis com¬
mented. “We had much depth this
season and are not losing any
skiers to graduation. We can only
look ahead toward next season.”
Samolis has led the team this
season partly by example She is
usually the top placer for B&. in
both the giant slalom and slalom
competitions. She only qualified
for the giant slalom at the Nation¬
als, but her best result this year
was the fifth at St. Lawrence in the
slalom, and her progress in that
discipline has mirrored the prog¬
ress of the team.
Samolis has always been strong
in the giant slalom, having quali¬
fied in the giait slalom every sea¬
son she has skied for Bates, but
she felt that she skied bet¬
ter in the slalom this season. “In
training this year I worked on the
slalom harder; I concentrated
more on improving in slalom,”
she said. Next year she hopes to
qualify for the Nationals in both
slalom and giant slalom.
Samolis began skiing at age five
and began ski racing two years
later. Her older sister Grace, who
captained the women’s alpine
team when Monica was a fresh¬
man, has also skied and raced
since this time. The sibling com¬
petition has benefited Monica,
who went on to ski at the Waterville Valley Ski Academy. During
her senior at Waterville Valley she
competed in the Junior National
Ski Championships, finishing. Fifth
in giant slalom and eleventh in
slalom.

At Waterville Valley she leaned
to adapt to the training schedule
which she now follows at Bates.
She and her teammates dutifully
leave for skiing at about noon and
do not return from the mountain
until well after dark. “This sched¬
ule actually can help me academ¬
ically,” she said. “I become more
productive when I study because I
have limited time. I also enjoy
being outside and active in the
winter.”
Becky Flynn also experienced a
similar concentration on skiing at
school. After skiing for Edward
Little High School in Auburn she
attended Green Mountain Valley
School (GMVS) in Waitsfield, VT.
Flynn skied during the morning
and went to classes in the after¬
noon at GMVS, where she also
benefitted from coaches who
either had U.S. team coaching ex¬
perience, or were still competi¬
tively racing in senior divisions.
Flynn found things very differ¬
ent at Bates. “Skiing was the main
concentration at GMVS,” she
said, “but academics are more
important here. And because my
coaches at GMVS were so expe¬
rienced they were on top of the
latest trends in racing.” Yet she
had no regrets for leaving an in¬
tense ski program for the less
pressured skiing at Bates. “Get¬
ting a good education is more im¬
portant to me than skiing,” Flynn
revealed.
The less intense program of
Bates could have actually bene¬
fited Flynn, who feels physically
stronger now than she did at this
point last season. At that time she
competed in the Junior Olympics
at Steamboat Springs, CO., but
she said she felt physically drained
after a long ski season and hard
off-season training, all fall. This
fall she ran cross country and had
a needed three-week rest period
when she injured her knees.
“Cross-country was good in
that I was in racing situations and
continually had race pressures,”
she said. “I got used to racing
every weekend. You just don’t
have these race situations in off¬
season ski training.”
Although she does not foresee
(Continued on Page 7)
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ACC Remains Guilty
Once again the jury has assem¬
bled to decide what basketball
conference is the best in the coun¬
try Last year’s verdict easily went
to the Atlantic Coast Conference
(ACC), but the Big East embar¬
rassed my presumptions by send¬
ing three teams to the final four:
I will write that decision off as a
mistrial.
However, the regular season is
almost completed and it is a prime
time to evaluate the conferences.
All rise! Court is now in session
and the following is the evidence
that will decisively prove the ACC
is number one.
Although the ACC may not be
as strong from top to bottom
compared to former years, it does
boast the best five teams of any
conference. Indeed, North Caro¬
lina, Duke, and Georgia Tech are
ranked one-two-three in several
publications. Tech is the only team
to suffer a non-conference loss,
and that was to Michigan in the

first week of the season. Com¬
bined, these teams comprise an in¬
credible record of 70-9 and have
at least four All-Americans be¬
tween them.
With such a dominant three it
is easy to forget about the rest of
the ACC, but Virginia, North
Carolina State, and Maryland
have reminded everyone, espe¬
cially North Carolina—they mean
business. NCS has struggled in the
ACC, but an upset over North
Carolina and impressive non-con¬
ference victories over Louisville
and Kentucky almost guarantee
the Wildcats a spot in the final
sixty-four.
Virgnia, led by emotional cen¬
ter Olden Polynice, is also on the
rise. After soundly defeating NCS
by outrebounding them 44-31, the
Cavaliers proved they are a viable
contender for post-season play.
Finally, Coach Charles G. Lefty
Dresiels Maryland Terpins might
find themselves amongst the 64

teams selected for the NCAA
tournament. An upset over NC
and later Virginia, which was
sparked by the fantastic play of
forward Len Bias, leaves critics
somewhat silenced despite their
several losses (all but one were
suffered in the ACC).
Okay, still not convinced? My
next volley of evidence will defi¬
nitely prove beyond a reasonable
doubt the ACC is King.

Time Out
In complete fairness to the Big
East, the second best hoop con¬
ference, St. John’s,Syracuse, and
Georgetown are excellent clubs,
but these three are the only im¬
pressive elements in the league.
A quick examination of the
players will reveal my point. Wal¬
ter Berry (St. John’s), Pearl
Washington and Raffel Addison
(Syracuse) and Reggie Williams

(Georgetown) are the only hoopsters even considered All-American
status. Boston College, Connect¬
icut, Villanova, Providence, Pitts¬
burg, and lowly Seton Hall are all
without instant impact players.
In contrast, the ACC has so
much talent pro scouts can simply
draft the first five picks without
leaving the state of North Caro¬
lina. Brad Daugherty is probably
the nation’s best pivot-man and a
definite first round pick. North
Carolina’s backcourt of Kenny
Smith and Steve Hale will also re¬
ceive several post-season honors,
plus a multitude of pro interest.
Johnny Dawkins, Duke’s out¬
standing guard, is another firstround pick and All-American
candidate as is Georgia Tech’s
Mark Price.
The talent runs even deeper with
NCS center Chris Washburn and
Virginia lane patrolling Olden Po-

The Most Powerful Men in Sports
When one thinks about the the ultimate controller with the
most powerful men in sports, who power to wipe points off the
is he actually thinking about? The board, call back 85 yard runs, or
question has remained a mystery throw the most awesome defen¬
for some time now and I would sive player out of the game. His
like to take this opportunity to word is law. Walter Payton may
share with you my ideas of the score a touchdown but the final
say goes to the referee who in rais¬
most powerful men in sports.
On randomly surveying a few ing up his arms can turn the noise
students I discovered that the most . level of 50.000 people on or off or
powerful men were thought of as
football players, gymnasts, Larry
rather happy to sad.
Bird, Hog Hannah, and the me¬
Almost every sport imaginable
dia. Although all these players and
is controlled by the referee;
entities carry some weight in the
hockey, baseball, lacrosse, basket¬
world of sports, each lacks the
ball, soccer, and the list goes on
most important element of all.
and on. Basketball is a source of
Money, in most cases, can’t buy
much controversy, especially when
it; finally, winning the coveted
two teams are leaders in their re¬
gold medal in the Olympics comes
spective divisions. Key shots may
up shy of being most powerful.
be made by the players but the key
No, to me, the most powerful
calls are made by the referees. In
men are those trained in control¬
the Celtics-Pistons game last Sun¬
ling all athletic situations: the ref¬
day, a technical foul was called on
erees. This idea came to me as I
Detroit at the beginning of the
watched the Super Bowl between
third quarter which caused a trethe Chicago Bears and the New
Summer or Fall 1986
England Patriots. The referee is

Scott Pellerin

Ski Nationals
(Continued from Page 6)

herself challenging Vermont’s
Hanne Krogstad, who won every
women’s individual race during
this year’s eastern carnival circuit,
for the top spot in races, she hopes
to consistently finish in the top ten
by her senior year. Her top finish
this year was a tenth at the St.
Lawrence Carnival. “If I’m skiing
really well, then I might try out for
the U.S. ski team,” she added,
“but I really don’t know my plans
after school yet.”
Samolis does not plan to race at
all after leaving Bates. An eco¬
nomics major, she hopes to go on
to graduate school, possibly law
school. “Skiing is no real part of
my life goals,” she elaborated,
“but I would like to go out West
and do some powder skiing.”
As for immediate goals at the
Nationals, both hope to ski their
best races. Samolis hopes to re¬
verse a downward trend at the Na¬
tionals—as a freshman she placed
twelfth in the giant slalom, but last
year she dropped to twentieth. Al¬
though Flynn has no past Nation¬
als to look back on, she said she
does feel that she can improve on
her performance at last year’s
Junior Olympics.

_Summer 1987_

WASHINGTON
OR

LONDON
INTERNSHIPS

mendous momentum swing. Of
course this was great or the Celtics
but the official decided to call it
not because he necessarily likes the
Celtics but because he was trained
to deal with this situation by giv¬
ing a technical foul. With this one
decision having so much effect, I

think my contention that referees
are the most powerful men in
sports is valid.
Hats off to referees, the men
who control those athletes that in
some cases are bigger than life.
Scott Pellerin is a columnist for
the Student

Fitzgerald, O Briem
andSchecterHead
to Track Nationals
for Nationals in the 5000 meter
race. Fitzgerald qualified with a
Time of 14:24 in an electrifying
Irace at the CBB vs. “Little Three”
to the NCAA Division III jMeet on Februrary 15. His quali¬
vfeq’s Indoor Track and Field fying time would have won the
Championships at Bethel College <5000 at Nationals in 1985, so he
hopes to place high this year. “I’m
n St. Paul, Minnesota on March
hoping for a great end to a long
14 and 15. They arc John Fitzgerm ’87, Todd O’Brien *87, and season,” said Fitzgerald. “I’m
going to give it a good try.”
Matt Schecter ’89.
Todd O’Brien will compete ir
Matt Schecter will compete in
the
55 meter dash. He qualifier
the high jump. He holds the Bates
for Nationals at the Division HI
record for the high jump, which
New England Championships on
he set at the Division III New
February 22 with a time of 6.52
England Championships on Feb¬
seconds. “It’s quite art honor to
ruary 22. His record stands at
participate in the Nationals,” says
O’Brien. “I’m really looking forward to going out to Minnesota,”

l»y Tim Mahoney
Stuff Reporter

SUMMER SESSION ONLY
at Wadham College
of the University of

OXFORD
Accredited courses in government,
economics, journalism and pre¬
law by an outstanding faculty.
Full Academic Year Programs at
the London School of Economics,
St. Andrews Universities, for
Qualified J uniors and Seniors.
All credits transferred through
Hampden-Sydney College, Virginia
(Founded in 1776)

Inquiries to:
Mrs. Janet Kollek, J.D.
Admissions Director
The Washington International
Studies Center
212-724-0804 or 0136
(EO/AA)

First in Sports
The Bates Student

Emily Gabler ’87 takes a jumper. Jay Tillman photo.

lynice; both will return next year,
The country’s best player might
be Maryland’s forward Len Bias.
He has jsinglehandedly] carried
his Terpin club and is one of the
nation’s most prolific scorers.
Finally, a review of the statistic
smorgasbord will solidify my case;
these figures have been accumu¬
lated since the 1980 basketball
season. The ACC has a .799 win¬
ning percentage against outside
Division I non-conference oppo¬
nents compared to the Big East’s
total of .729. In post season play
the ACC has won 53 games and
lost 25; the Big East has a record
of 47-23. The ACC has sent 27
teams to the NCAA tournament
compared to 25 for the Big East.
Judge Desjardins’ verdict is
quick and simple; although it
might cause grievance to the Big
East Fans. The gavel has been
raised, and the ACC remains
guilty of being the best basketball
conference in the country.
Mark Desjardins is a columnist
for the Student

Skiers
(Continued from Page 5)

Junior Chris Averill close behind
in twenty-fifth and twenty-ninth.
The women were closely bunched
with Rosemary Hart placing nine¬
teenth, Tish Janerich twentieth,
and sophomore Dawn Fitzgerald
thirty-third.
The cross-country relay teams
had good days with the women’s
team of Flynn, Drugge, and Davis
placing seventh while the men’s
teams of Gluck, Hoye, and Woo¬
dard finishing eleventh. The ef¬
fort of Gluck deserves special
mention as he came from behind
to beat the Bowdoin skier ahead
of him and help preserve division
1 status of Bates.
Men’s alpine captain Craig
Woodard commented, “for the
Men’s Alpine team, the highlight
of the season was the slalom at
Middlebury. We came in sixth as
a team in the race and even beat
Dartmouth. It was our best per¬
formance of the year. We really
came through in the clutch. That
was a championship meet and we
secured our Division 1 status
again. The women were strong all
year in nordic and alpine. As for
the Nordic Men, I was especially
impressed with Peter Gluck’s
come from behind to beat Bow¬
doin in the relay at Middlebury.
What a way to end a career. It was
a good' season. And we’re more
proud than ever to be Bobcats!”
Women’s alpine captain Mon¬
ika Samolis said that “I was ex¬
tremely pleased with the consis¬
tent improvement of the women’s
team. Continued strength and on
snow training combined with
super attitudes for the whole team
kept everyone psyched to keep im¬
proving for each carnival. Toward
the end of the season, we consis¬
tently scored the top three below
the 25th position in the slalom. I
felt everyone had an individually
successful year and I am excited
that we are not only starting with
such a strong and dependable
team but we will also have Debbie
Butler back from her knee injury.
This will help narrow the gap be¬
tween ourselves and the top
three.”
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Entertainment
“Miss Julie” Considered a Classic
by James Gleason

The play ends tragically for
Miss Julie, a woman of class who
must kill herself because she has
lost her honor. Jean, although he
' has taken that honor from her,
does not share the same fate be¬
-1- ▼ JR-iss Julie”, writ¬ cause as a servant he had no*
ten by August Strinberg, directed honor to begin with. In the au¬
by Carolyn Townshends, starring thor’s forward to the play, Strin¬
Karen Elias, James Lapan, Amy berg sees the victory of the man
Logan.
without class overshadowing the
Often it is important to realize death of Miss Julie.
that not all art is always entertain¬
The activity of the characters on
ing. “Miss Julie” is a tragedy that the stage is sparse. When Kristen
is meant to explore dominance and stirs her pot she does so slowly and
love.
Miss Julie and Jean walk about
the stage as if they are afraid too
The play revolves around the much activity may upset the bal¬
main character Jean who is played ance of the play.
by James Lapan in his honors the¬
Otherwise the actor’s technique
sis performance. It is Jean’s rela¬ is perfect. Lapan and Logan are
tionship to Miss Julie (Amy Lo¬ convincing in the final scene of the
gan) and Kristin (Karen Elias).
play when Jean orders Miss Julie
Senior Reporter

“M

‘

Pink Cards Worry
Freshmen

Y

-JR. ou sit there wide-eyed,
filled with expectations in hopes
of obtaining that magic pink card,
that admissions ticket to a spring
of sun, challenges, rest, out-ofthe-ordinary academia, fun, and
appreciation for the outdoors.
Short term could be considered
a time that furnishes you with a
more relaxed environment and
greater time to delve into the study
of your choice. However, out of
some sixty-six courses, four of
them are totally free of limited en¬
! rollment, prerequisites and signa¬
tures from the instructors. The se¬
niors get first dibs on all the
■
courses. Then the juniors. Then
the sophomores. Yes, then what¬
ever is left, the freshmen can
squabble over or put their name
on a seemingly eternal waitinglists
in hopes that all the seniors get
mono and have to go home for the
month of May.
■

I

Victoria L.Tilney
Arts Editor
When you are a freshman there
seems to be ample time for every¬
thing, “After all, it is only my
freshman year and I have three
more to go.” But, wing! all of a
sudden it is your senior year and
you realized that you have two
short terms to complete because
you kept rearranging the springs
and summers of your college years
so that you could get into one of
the short term courses you
wanted. But you could never seem
to get any closer than twenty-sev¬
enth on the waiting list, so you just
went home early and worked for
dear old Dad.

“There’s plenty of time,” you
thought ignorantly, “plenty of
time, plenty of, plenty, plenty.”
Well, you cannot take two short
terms your senior year, so pursue
that waiting list. Why during such
a term that encompasses an ide¬
ology of being a time to take
something, with greater time to
develop a real understanding and
interest of it, that you might not
have the time or the gumption to
take during the two primary aca¬
demic semesters, are the majority
of the courses so hard to enroll in?
One optimistic freshman who is
only on two waiting lists and has
been praying to the God of the
great waiting list above as part of
her diurnal schedule, pointed out
that she came to Bates becuase of
the lure of small classes and she
would want that during short term
also. She says something would be
missing from a class in which three
hundred students sat gathered
around a professor in the quad on
a spring day. Although it is frus¬
trating to feel as if there is little
chance to get into the course of
your choice or even the seventh
course of your slight interest, per¬
haps the magic of a small class
that can afford discussion because
of its size outweighs that frustra¬
tion.
Another more miffed freshman
stood open-mouthed and rather
speechless at the idea of being de¬
prived of a short term because of
this dearth of spots or at the very
idea of taking one of the courses
that is free of any special card of
signature, a course he has no in¬
terest in, or perhaps a course of
which he can hardly pronounce
the name.
(Continued on Page 16)

When Jean tells us about climb¬
ing the tree it is the first time that
we realize why Strinberg did not
necessarily mean his play to be as
tragic as some might think. It also
tells us why the play is considered
a classic.

‘Extremities ’ ’ Highlighted by
Superb
Acting
by Barbara Ginley

Amy Logan ’87 and James Lapan ’86 dazzle in Lapan’s Senior thesis of
Miss Julie. Jay Tillman photo.

to kill herself:
The body of the play is an in¬
terchange between Jean and Miss
Julie in which we realize that Jean
is not at all servant like, unless it
behooves him, and Miss Julie is
not in charge. Though in the early
part of the play she orders Jean,
and he obeys, Lapan gives the
sense that it is all temporary. He
tells us of his plan when he talks
about wanting to climb a tree—
only needing to reach the first
branch to get to the top.

Staff Reporter

I one of the most powerful
dramatic ensembles to be pro¬
duced this year, Extremities, by
William Mastrosimone, has
proven itself worthy of kudos. The
play is directed by Michael Fields,
who also makes an exceptional
appearance as the rapist, Raul.
The gravity of the subject mat¬
ter and its inherent nature being
linked to emotional duress esca¬
lates the tension and anguish that
purge the audience’s emotions.
Concisely, the play is about an at¬
tempted rape of a young woman
named Marjorie, by a rapist,
guilty on numerous accounts.
Marjorie, however, is able to
arrest the onset of Raul’s attack,
overthrowing his power, and then
proceeds to determine what to do
with this malevolent creature.
The strength of the acting, both
on an individual basis and an in¬
teracting whole, underscores the
overall success of the play. Pam
Dubin portrays Marjorie, whose
conflict encompassed the central¬
ity of the play. As the action pro¬
gresses Dubin is very convincing
in her portrayal of a woman who
has been violated. Her talent en¬
ables her to create the reality of
such emotional turmoil; and to
undertake the task of depicting a
full array of psychological stages
departing from the helplessness of
a rape victim to a heightened lapse
with her rationality as she is driven
by a dire vengeance.
Fields, too, entices the audience
with his dramatic projection of a
sickened mind, a social malignity.
What was so potentially intense
was the violent interaction be¬
tween these two; who exercised
full domain over the highly phys¬
ical and mentally demanding in¬
teractions. Both M. Darsie Alex¬
ander and Ann Cahill exhibited
their dramatic skills, with Cahill

powerfully coming to the fore¬
front of action in Act II while
staying within her character’s role.

Extremities is being presented
at Women’s Union, a departure
from the norm of Schaeffer Thea¬
ter or the Black Box. At first the
setting seemed a bit inhibiting, but
as the play progressed it was clear
that this clever innovation brought
the audience in contact with the
matrix of action and powerful
emotions that were in progress.
The setting dictated the likelihood
of actually being in Marjorie’s
household, as read by the expres¬
sions and reactions of the small
audience.

In some respects, one might
question the credulousness of this
situation ever occurring, but in its
presentation it is very believable.
The play is quite real and it con¬
fronts the audience with some very
important issues that plague our
society. In its dynamic force the
play is heart wrenching and as¬
saults the emotions of the audi¬
ence, as Marjorie is assaulted by
Raul. In coming to terms with
basic human temperament this
play demonstrates itself as ex¬
traordinaire.

“Extremities” helps director
and actor Michael Fields fulfill his
Senior Thesis requirements.

Michael Fields ’86 and Pamela Dubin ’86 manifest intense emotion in
“Extremities.” News Bureau photo.
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“Curse of the Starving Class” Opens in Portland
by Victoria L. Tilney
Arts Editor

play becoming too overwhelming.
As it is described by the PSC,
“Curse of the Starving Class”
presents a family torn between its
attempt to live in a civilized man¬
ner while constantly pressured by
he curse won’t let up. It is a primitive wildness.
embedded in everything, deeply
This animalistic wildness or
plotting and surrounding. It is in¬ baseness is a recurring theme
visible, yet passed on like a hered¬ throughout the play which is best
itary disease. The curse implants seen when the son, played very ef¬
itself in the spirits of the “starving fectively by Jordan Roberts, walks
class” and usurps them in a self- across the stage stark naked, after
perpetuating circularity, a futility having stripped himself of all un¬
that cannot be beaten. The Port¬ necessary material shells, sub¬
land Stage Company’s production merged himself in a hot bath, pre¬
of Sam Shepard’s “Curse of the sumably a symbol of the womb—
Starving Class” had the audience the closest way to return to orig¬
on the edge of their seats with wide inal form, and picked up the lamb
eyes, open mouths, and vulnera¬ in total reticence and walked out¬
ble hearts.
side. This was his father’s remedy
The trash lies strewn all about for rebirth, yet the curse had cap¬
in the squalid and somewhat for¬ tured the son. The remedy failed
bidding kitchen. The dirty laun¬ for him,the futile circle only per¬
dry, the trash heap, and the grimy petuated.
refrigerator, filled only with a
Michael Murphy, playing the
bright light of emptiness, furnish father, does a fantastic job of de¬
the audience with a very real look picting the drunken, dogmatic
into a world of a starving class. man frustrated to the point of
Didactic symbols lie tossed amidst, wanting to give up, yet who goes
the debris as skillfully as they are through a sort of revelation, a re¬
woven into the dialogue.
birth in which he feels as if he has
Playwright Shepard is known “come back to life . . . returned
for his realistic and rather de¬ to nature.” But this rebirth does
pressing talent for drama. The not save him from the futility of
beauty of Shepard is his ability to the curse.
override the worry of having each
The most humor comes from
character or facet of the play to¬ Emma, the spunky, dream-seek¬
tally credible in exchange for ing daughter, played by Mary
communicating the thickest mesh O’Sullivan, which is brilliantly in¬
of meanings.
terwoven with a combination of a
Mel Marvin, directing his first delightful youthful innocence and
dramatic production, does an an insightful and mature knowlamazing job representing this edgeability. O’Sullivan captures
ocean of messages without the phenomenally her character with

T

Do Not Pick Up
Hitchhikers!
by Steven Shalit

Staff Reporter

I

,n most movies, the viewer is
barely aware of the director’s
work. Every so often, however,
the director selects some scenes,
some camera angles, that warrant
attention. This is exactly the case
in The Hitcher.
The Hitcher stars C. Thomas
Howell (of the now-classic film
Tank) as Jim Halsey, your typical
18-year-old, driving alone from
Chicago to San Diego through
Texas, for some reason. On the
way, he picks up a hitchhiker
(Rutger Hauer, late of Ladyhawke), and that’s where the fun
begins. This hitcher, named (be¬
lieve it or not) John Ryder, is an
absolute crackpot, and very much
a killer. He makes the remainder
of Jim’s trip an adventure without
comparison.
This premise could have been
made into anything between a
horrible waste of film to a pretty
good flick, and luckily, The
Hitcher leans strongly toward the
latter. The movie is suspenseful,
taut, and extremely unpredictable
in a good way. Basically, this was
among the most thrilling movies,
start to finish, of the last many
months.
Much of the credit for this goes
to director Robert Harmon, whose
shot selection is often inventive
and magnificent. A few scenes
come to mind around this point,

but one sticks out further than the
others. Jim, his car, and the entire
gas station around them are cov¬
ered in gasoline when Ryder takes
out a single match. The camera
focuses on the lighting of the
match, the lit match falling, tum¬
bling towards the lake of combus¬
tibles, and then the landing of the
match/ignition of the station, all
in slow-motion close-up. The
whole segment is very effective.
Also to Harmon’s credit is how,
for the most part, he manages to
avoid showing excessive gore. A
problem with most of today’s sus¬
penseful (and psuedo-suspensefuf
films is the director uses far too
many gross-out effects—a flaw
Harmon avoids well. He instead
places many of the more grue¬
some events off-camera, sparing
the audience from viewing the
mess.
All this is not to take anything
away from the actors. C. Thomas
Howell turns in an impressive per¬
formance as the young Jim, ex¬
pressively showing his mental de¬
terioration as the hitchhikers tor¬
menting progresses. His best job
to date easily (yes, even better than
in Tank).
Rutger Hauer plays the hitcher
so slyly you almost want to like
him, despite his being a psycho¬
pathic sado-masochistic lunatic.
What more can be said of his per¬
formance? The female lead, Jen¬
nifer Jason Leigh (Fast Times at
Ridgemont High) plays her small
role adequately enough.
The picture is done very well
(Continued on Page 15)

Mary O’Sullivan as Emma and Jordan Roberts as Wesley in P.S.C.’s production of “Curse of the Starving
Class.” Photo courtesy of Steven Nichols.

her red braids, her vivacious
bounciness, and her tenacious
struggle to understand and over¬
come this pathetic lifestyle.
Her mother, played by Phyllis
Somerville, enhances the sad truth
the drama represents by struggling
between her worries and respon¬
sibilities which she subtly but ef¬
fectively manifests, and her desire
for something better.
The success of the drama is only
fueled by the minor roles played
by David Combs, Michael Cannis, James Donovan, and Paul
McCrillis. They bring out She¬
pard’s aspiration to mirror the
world as it really is ... a world
belching forth corruption, sad¬

ness, and hopelessness. O’Sulli¬
van appropriately states, “No¬
body looks like what they are.”
There is little optimism in
“Curse of the Starving Class.”
The audience sees a malevolent
world in which man is no different
than an animal at his basest level
devouring a rare bit of food.
However, there are a few mo¬
ments with a flashing glimmer of
hope in which some of the char¬
acters realize that a family is more
than just a social institution, but
a natural feeling bonded tightly
through blood and emotion.
Director Marvin and Artistic
Director Barbara Rosoff did a
phenomenal job with their first
production of a Shepard play by

representing through ocular and
linguistic symbols the curse of this
demi-monde that spins faster and
faster, clutching tighter and tigh¬
ter to those imprisoned in it. Ro¬
soff and the rest of the PSC en¬
semble should be highly com¬
mended for their success with such
a challenging endeavor. It is a
show not to be missed.
“Curse of the Starving Class”
will run from February 27 through
March 16 with performances
Tuesday through Thursday at 7:30
pm, Friday at 8:00 pm, Saturday
at 5:00 and 9:00 pm, and Sunday
at 2:00 pm. For tickets call the
Portland Stage Box Office at 7740465.

Robert Brustein Lectures on
Transciencein Art
by Rob Myers
Staff Reporter

T

JL here
h are two kinds
of people in life,” says Robert
Brustein, right hand on the po¬
dium, left hand in the air, “Those
who live the imagination, and
those who scorn it.”
There are many who can longwindedly blabbler on the subject
of art and man, but when it’s Bru¬
stein doing the talking, it might be
to your benefit to really listen.
Who better to discuss such a mat¬
ter than the Artistic Director of
the American Repertory Theater
(ART)?
As part of the Bates College '
Lecture Series, Artistic Director of
the ART, Brustein brought his lec¬
ture, “The Humanist of the Art¬
ist” to Chase Hall, Monday, Feb¬
ruary 24.
The greater part of the lecture

dealt with the theater. For Bru¬
stein, who has written numerous
drama reviews and articles, eight
books on the history and impor¬
tance of the theater, and taught
drama at Harvard, Vassar, and
Yale, this was to be expected.
He began by speaking of the
theater’s transience. “The theater
is something tangible, alive,” said
Brustein. “It is mortal.” For eventhe longest running of Broadway
plays must someday end, and
when it does it is dead. “The es¬
sence of the theater,” said Bru¬
stein, “is its liveness . . . some¬
thing which always gets lost on
tape [video].”
It is, however, this transience
which makes the stage so unique,
and we should be grateful that it
is not immortal. Plays are the
“abstract and brief chronicles of
the time,” quoted Brustein from
Hamlet. “The text is the immortal
part of the play,” said Brustein,
“but it has 'no real life until
acted.” Though the text outlasts

the play, it is still, however, “vu
nerable to time” and subject to th
human and philosphical traits c
the actors.
Since there is no true way t<
ever present a play as it once was
it is more important (according t<
Brustein) to keep pushing thi
theater in new, more adventurou;
regions, than to “preserve the pas
in formaldehyde.”
Music is not the only art forn
subject to the attacks of commer
cialism. Rather than attempt £
more adventurous play, mosi
theaters would rather put on £
play that is more secure in its
eventual earnings, the “siren’s
song of stability” as Brustein likes
to call it.
“The management [of the thea¬
ter or acting company] must love
the theater first and foremost,”
says Brustein, “they should serve
as subordinates, not as leaders.”
The American theater should not
be controlled (as it partially is
now) by money.
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UMASS Percussion Group Plays African
and Haitian Jazz
by Kerry Chiarello

Staff Reporter

T

Victor Salvo sings as Bruce Springsteen and as the winner of the MS
contest. Regional competition will be held late this month. Colin Brown¬
ing photo.

JL he
h university of Massachu¬
setts Percussion Ensemble per¬
formed a program of contempo¬
rary African and Haitian jazz mu¬
sic in the Bates College Chapel on
Thursday, February 27 at 7:20 pm.
Also appearing that evening were
the UMASS Marimbas, a smaller
group of marimbists, xylophone,
bells, vibraphone, and string bass
players who were also members of
the ensemble.
The ensemble program con¬
sisted of music by Vaclav Nelhybel, Richard Fitz, Jared Sears, and
John Beck with special emphasis
on ' music of African influence.
The concert included Christopher
Rouse’s “Ogoun Badagris”, Mi¬
chael Udow’s “African Welcome
Piece”, and two jazz-oriented
compositions featuring improvis¬
ations on the drum set. The Mar¬
imbas presented a portion of Joaquim Turina’s suite entitled
“Miniaturas” which was ar¬
ranged especially for the group by
its director, Peter Tanner.

Woody Allen Delivers In Hannah
and Her Sisters
by Flynn Monks

Student Correspondent

T

JL hhough I admit to being an
avid Woody Allen fan, and hence
have a proud bias, I’ll try to retain
my glee and remain objective
about this new release, Hannah
and Her Sisters, which I caught
with some friends over break in
D.C.
A city environ is always a good
setting in which to go to the flicks,
but once again Allen made it en¬
dearingly appropriate: here we are
in Allen’s intellectual New York—
not, mind you, the often distress¬
ing New York of graffiti, endless
mobs, and 42 St. culture, but a
nostalgic capsule chock full of
bookstores, smoky nightclubs,
and Rodgers & Hart tunes. This is
another in a celebration of New
York that dates back to Annie
Hall.
We begin with a family gather¬
ing at Hannan’s (Mia Farrow)
apartment in the upper-West Side
for Thanksgiving (this is Farrow’s
actual abode) and end with and
similar scene two years later; by
that time, Allen has guided us
through a wonderful display of the
humor, sadness, and joy of rela¬
tionships and love.
When he declared in Annie Hall
that we go through relationships
because, after all, “we need the
eggs,” here they are delivered right
to the doorstep: we come full cir¬
cle and emerge from the theater
satisfied that we have been given
a complete package—no thread¬
bare “Manhattan” endings, no
goodbye waves to Annie after
“The Sorrow and the Pity.”
Besides Hannah, the Thanks¬
giving crowd includes the bedrag¬
gled, cocaine-induced Holly
(Dianne Wiest), who continually

seems on the edge between crying
and screaming, and her other sis¬
ter Lee (Barbara Hershey) who
seems controlled but needs a
change in her life, there is Han¬
nah’s vaudevillian, gin-soaked
mother (Maureen O’Sullivan) and
her tired father (the late Lloyd
Nolan).
Michael Caine plays Hannah’s
husband Elliot, who from the start
is madly in love with Lee. By the
end of the film, not much has
physically happened: Holly seems
content, Elliot has his quick af¬
fair, and Mickey (Woody Allen)—
Hannah’s ex—becomes accepted
back into the cultured family
around which Allen revolves his
story.

Mia Farrow is the center force
of the film. She is mother, confi¬
dante, and if anything, she “gives
too much.” She holds the family
in place—Elliot is awash in guilt
during his tempestuous year-long
fling with Lee. Her performance
is controlled perfection.
Barbara Hershey is just the
woman Elliot would fall for, and
it’s easy to see why—she has a
subtle sexuality held quietly in
check.
Dianne Wiest is perhaps the best
of the three—her strung out Holly
is quite familiar, and her puffy
face lends an air of sadness that
years for affection. Yet she is
spunky and off-beat enough to at¬
tract—you guessed it—Mickey.
And his role is perfect here.
Stepping aside from the lead, Al¬
len appears just as we expect him
to: a nervous, fatalistic hypehondriac, this time convinced he has
a brain tumor. His all too familiar
humor is just what the film needs
to give it a rich spark. His mo¬
ments are hilarious; convinced
that life is meaningless he tries the
new religions as a Catholic and a

Hare Khrishna. And where does
he find salvation. In Duck Soup.
Funny, but familiar and true.
Here is a theme: liberation. Max
Von Sydow plays the staid, intel¬
lectual lover, from whom Elliot
steals Lee away with a well-planted
kiss. Sydow is hidden from con¬
temporary life; though we laugh
at his truisms on wrestling and
fundamentalism, he is grasping at
straws by clinging to Lee. She is
his connection to reality. Like Alvie Singer in Annie Hail, his re¬
lationship is as teacher, spouting
lessons in art and music. Yet un¬
like Annie, Lee cannot remain so
isolated. Allen frees her from his
clutches early in the film.
And so it goes throughout the
movie. Mickey finds salvation in
the Marx Brothers; Holly retains
her composure through her writ¬
ing and a chance encounter with
you-know-who in a downtown
rock store. Each sense of release,
however, brings the Hannah fam¬
ily closer together, and in Allen’s ’
neat, precise directing, all the
loose ends are knotted and tied
into one big happy bow.

There are a few problems. For
one thing, Allen’s role is disturb¬
ingly fgmiliar. Given new verve
after such moribund disasters as
Interiors and Stardust Memories,
there is something distressing
about the typical Allen spiel: is he
locked into the “what is the
meaning of life” role, or can his
films sustain his humor and touch
without reliance on old themes?
Still, this movie basks in his char¬
acter’s glow. His hypochondria
fits in perfectly. Funny, but natu¬
rally so; his character is nothing
new.
In general, it is a great film,
worth a second showing, maybe
even a third.

Dr. Tanner (professor of Music
and director of percussion studies
at UMASS), created the percus¬
sion ensemble group seventeen
years ago in order to give poten¬
tial music majors more experience
in performing. Last week the
group visited several other schools
and conducted workshops with
students in a number of public
high schools. Thursday marked
their first visit to Bates College.
The Marimbas were organized
in 1972 and composed of five
marimbists, xylophone, bells, vi¬
braphone, and string bass players.
The group is the only one of its
kind in New England and has ap¬
peared at All State Music Confer¬
ences in Massachusetts and New

Hampshire, has toured with the
Percussion Ensemble through New
Jersey and Connecticut and has
performed at the Music Educators
National Conference annual con¬
vention in Miami, Florida in 1980.
The Marimbas are: Cynthia Lees,
Judy Bruneau, Andrew Salvador,
Thomas Salvadore, Stephen Rice,
Douglas Smith, and Walter Chesenut.
Besides performing African and
Haitian jazz, the percussion en¬
semble maintains an extensive
repertoire of contemporary mu¬
sic. Hearing music of this kind at
Bates was a refreshing change and
a rare opportunity. The concert
was sponsored by the Bates Col¬
lege Music Department.

FolkMusic Celebration

<T

sic is the words which are very im¬
portant.”
JKL vwo women sat in front of
Levison adds to this by com¬
a crowded room, guitars in hands, paring folk music to political art
singing, playing, and bringing and drama. “People enjoy being
their audience to a relaxed state entertained. They pick up a tune
where the meaning and form their and later catch themselves singing
music made perfect sense.
a verse which they begin to un¬
Unlike the usual guitar and derstand. The music and the verse
voice duet, these two women com¬ act together to teach.”
bined their interest in subject mat¬
Levison explains that this act of
ter with various percussion instru¬ learning is not subversive in the
ments, magnetic personalities, and same way that a jingle on an ad¬
audience interaction to form a vertisement would be because “the
very nice evening. The two people who come to hear our mu¬
women, Cyndi Levine and Jenny sic are the people who choose to
Levison, performed at a coffee¬ hear it.”
house last Thursday, Februrary 28,
Political folk music, then seems
in the Women’s Union.
to hit a very small audience. Lev¬
“My first roommate told me ine, however, disagrees: “I think
that in order to be a real Bates that it is better to improve the
Bobkitten, I’d have to get kissed world by way of immediate sur¬
by a letterman on Mount David. roundings rather than by way of
That was when I decided to take mass movements. I like to work
radical steps at this college.” on a small scale. It’s hard to think
Jenny Levison explained that she on a world wide scale.”
felt that this was relevant in de¬
Levison agrees, adding, “Yes, it
scribing her interest in Folk Mu¬ is idealistic. I live in a microcosm
sic.
of the world I would like to be in,
It does seem a bit strange to improving, as 1 can, the immedi¬
compare “radical steps at this col¬ ate surroundings, hoping it will
lege” with a coffeehouse at Bates, catch on.”
but after seeing the concert and
Both Levine and Levison do not
speaking with them, it did seem to confine their interest in social
be a valid comparison. The music change to music alone. They are
they played touched on various both frequently seen involved with
aspects of the folk genre. Some various organizations which are
songs were traditional folk songs, bent on social change, particularly
others were covers of current art¬ Levison.
ists such as Ferron and Bonnie
Social change, in the case of
Raitt. Many of the songs, written these two people, means a desire
by Levison or Levine, were well to see more attention put on the
integrated with the rest.
role of women in society and the
Folk songs take a very natural role of the family in society. For
approach to issues of everyday Levison, who has recently spent
life: dancing, love, drinking, chil¬ some time in England with the
dren, festivities, death, etc. Folk Green Collective" Road Show, a
music is modest, unintimidating, family can be any group of people
and human. For Levine and Lev¬ who are together. This is a break
ison, folk music is a celebration of from the traditional definition of
the individual and a forum for po¬ family which is restrictive to one’s
litical education.
immediate relatives. The impor¬
tance of women in society needs
Levine and Levison really care to be emphasized, according to
about the lyrical content of the Levison, “We just want people to
music that they play. According to realize that women are strong and
Levine, “The reason for folk mu- creative ”

Bo and Bedlow
Return to the Stage
hy Steven Shalit
Staff Reporter

B

ates’ most popular singing
duet of all time returned to the

stage last Friday in the Page base¬
ment lounge. The legendary Bo &
Bedlow, after a leave of what
seems like years, came back ■
strongly in seven-song mini-concert that clearly showed their drive
and talent.
(Continued on Pase 16)
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Are Chopsticks Better than Flatware?
by Caitrin Lynch
Staff Reporter
In a debate called “Are Chop¬
sticks Better Than Flatware?” the
Kitakyushu Forks and the Bates
Sticks battled to see which should
reign, the eastern chopstick, or the
western fork, knife, and spoon.
On Tuesday, February 25 in
Chase Lounge the Bates team of
John Cutler and Diane Murphy
argued for chopsticks while Ki¬
takyushu University’s Tomoaki
Sato and Takayuki Tadano of Ja¬
pan, defended westerner’s fla¬
tware.
Cutler said, “You cannot be¬
come overweight when you eat
with chopsticks. . . the process on
the whole is beautiful.” He said
chopsticks represent moderation
whereas forks represent gluttony.
Tadano argued saying that forks
can provide for a healthy body.
Since a fork is dense, there is a
type of work-out involved in using
it.
Cutler did a psychological ex¬
periment with some people in his
dorm. He locked someone in a
room for an hour with garbage

and chopsticks and forks. Mean¬
while Pink Floyd’s “Dark Side of
the Moon,” which he called “cre¬
ative music,” was playing. With
the forks, all that resulted was a
pizza box mangled by the forks,
whereas with the chopsticks and a
pizza box the person made some¬
thing which looked like the hat of
the Statue of Liberty. “Chop¬
sticks are a purely Asian entity, yet
somehow have worked into the
Statue of Liberty, which is purely
American.”
Tadano noted that bread can¬
not be buttered with chopsticks.
Murphy rebutted by saying you
can use your hands to pick up the
stick flatter and butter the bread.
According to Tadano, silver¬
ware makes a good present. “It’s
beautiful, tiny, and inexpensive.”
He also said people can collect sil¬
verware. He continued by saying
silverware can be used as a self de¬
fense mechanism.
Murphy replied by saying that
silverware can be dangerous to
have in the household. Many small
children have lost fingers by
knives, she said. Also, she said
that so many dogs and cats have

WRBC Elects Officers
by Chris Runge
Staff Reporter
WRBC held elections February
11, to select officers for the up¬
coming year. The new officers
took control immediately.
Elected General Manager was
Rob Myers ’88; Program Director
Mary Capaldi ’88; Personnel Di¬
rector, Joyce Bareikis ’87; Music
Director, Darin Pope ’88; Pro¬
duction Director, Bob Burnham
’88; Public Service Announce¬
ment Director, Jon Smith ’87;
Promotions Director, Scott Dal¬
ton ’89; Technical Director, Nick
Wharton ’88; News Director,

Laura Young ’88; Special Pro¬
grams Director, Thom Freeman
’88.
“My goals are going to be more
in the music direction,” said
Myers when asked about any
changes to be made at WRBC.

O’Brien was forced to scratch
in the 55 meters because of an in¬
jury, and Reggie Floyd qualified
for the finals, in the long jump but
couldn’t jump because of injury.
Fitzgerald finished eighth in the
two mile, with a time of 9:05. Al¬
though he was the first Division
III finisher, he was still somewhat
disappointed with his time. Matt

Sato argued that chopsticks are
unhealthy because the wood soaks
up the food and the chopsticks can
never be completely cleaned. “I
know some people who get dis¬
eases from chopsticks,” said Sato.
When the floor was opened for
comments, one anti-chopstick
representative said, “This is barbarianism, smearing butter on
bread with your hands. We’re
talking about turning back time.
»>
A student who was pro-chopsticks said that it is healthy to eat
with chopsticks. There is less
rushing and thus less risk of chok¬
ing.
Another said he ^elt that the use

of chopsticks is a communist plot.
“If chopsticks come back (steel)
mills will close and there will be
economic chaos.”
“It will cut down on creativ¬
ity,” said one student. “Kids
won’t be able to get the butter into
the mashed potato volcano.”
“This country won’t be able to
go to work in the morning because
they won’t be able to get breakfast
into their stomachs,” shouted one
anti-chopstick student.
In her closing statements, in
reference to chopsticks being frus¬
trating and hard to use, Murphy
said, “America needs a new chal¬
lenge since we lost the space shut¬
tle.”

Memorial Held for Bates Sophomore
by Karen J. Elias
News Editor
A memorial service was held for
Elizabeth M. Casey, a member of
the class of 1988, in the College
Chapel on February 24. Casey
died on February 15 at St. Mary’s
Hospital from injuries resulting
from a fall from her room at
Roger Williams Hall.
Funeral services were held Fri¬
day, February 21 at the Baptist
Memorial Church of Grafton,
Grafton Center, Massachusetts.
Born in Burlington, Vermont,
she was the daughter of Edward
and Linda Casey of Grafton,
Massachusetts. She was a 1983
graduate of Grafton Memorial
High School. At Bates, she majored in English, and was a mem-

ber of the Chapel Board, Amnesty
International, and the Garnet.
She leaves her parents, two
brothers, Daniel and Thomas, and
her maternal grandparents, all of
Grafton.
I

The College has established a
memorial fund in her name to
purchase books for the Ladd Li¬
brary. Contributions may be sent
to the Office of Development, 20
Lane Hall.

April 7 Trial Date Set
by Chris Runge
Staff Reporter
Cain Rollins will go to trial on
April 7, charged with the at¬
tempted murder of Dean of the

Men’s Track

(Continued from Page 5)

been killed by utensils falling from
tables.
She said the use of chopsticks
will reduce crime in households.
She pointed out that most robbers
are searching for silverware. In re¬
sponse to that, Sato said, “Do you
believe this? They’ll go after the
money, not the silverware.”
Murphy rebutted
Tadano’s
claim that using forks can be
healthy by saying people get ov¬
erweight using flatware. Chop¬
sticks will slow them down and
frustrate them to the point where
they don’t overindulge. She also
said chopsticks are healthy be¬
cause they will cause the reduction
of consumption of red meat.

Schecter managed to tie for fifth
place in the high jump, but only
cleared 6'7".
Fitzgerald, O’Brien, and Schec¬
ter will compete in the NCAA Di¬
vision III Indoor Track and Field
Championships at Bethel College
in St. Paul, Minnesota on March
14 and 15, which will mark the end
of the indoor season.

College James W. Carignan. “I
have every faith that Cain will be
found not guilty and will be back
at Bates,” said Rollins’ attorney,
Jack Simmons.
Earlier in the week, there had
been some speculation that there
would be a problem with some
evidence now being analyzed in
Washington, D.C. District Attor-'
ney Janet Mills dismissed the ru¬
mor saying, “We are acting in
good faith.” She said that the trial
would go ahead on April 7.
“[The D.A.] is under a dealine
to give us all of the materials that
went to Washington and I assume
the State will meet that deadline,”
said Simmons.

Noted author Harrison Salisbury in a recent Bates appearance. Colin
Browning photo.

Author Salisbury Remembers the Long March
by Howard Fine
Staff Reporter
Harrison E. Salisbury, author
of the recently published book The
Long March: The Untdld Story,
addresed an audience of more
than 75 students, faculty and local
residents last Friday, February 28,
in Dana Chemistry Hall. Salis¬
bury, a reporter and Pulitzer Prize
winner for The New York Times,
spoke along with his wife, Char¬
lotte, about the Long March of
Mao Zedong’s Red Army through
much of China in 1934.
Salisbury, who joined The New
York Times in 1949 as chief Mos¬
cow correspondent and won a Pu¬
litzer Prize in 1955, went with his
wife to China in 1984. He retraced
the steps of Mao Zedong and his
Red Army on the now famous
March of exactly 50 years earlier.
He told the audience that 50 years

ago, this event, which was to cast
a long shadow across the world,
was not in the leading news as one
might suppose it to be.”
Harrison Salisbury spoke first,
reciting a brief history of the
events leading up to the Long
March. In the 1920s, he ex¬
plained, a Communist movement
flourished in China in an alliance
with the Nationalist leader Chiang
Kai-Shek until Kai-Shek’s forces
turned on the Communists and
slaughtered them, killing tens of

thousands. Mao Zedong was not
present at the slaughter and led the
remaining Communists to a re¬
mote southern province, forming
an enclave.
This enclave, Salisbury contin¬
ued, under the inept leadership of
the “28 and a half Bolsheviks sent
from Moscow to overthrow the
Chinese government then in
power,” came under increasing
pressure from Kai-Shek’s Nation¬
alist forces. The 28 and a half Bol¬
sheviks received their name be¬

cause one of the group was only
five feet tall. “The current leader,
Deng Xiaoping is only four foot
eleven and he is not half of a
man,” quipped Salisbury.
Much of the talk focused on the
hardships of the March. Thou¬
sands were lost during the cross¬
ing of the Tibetan mountains and
adjacent marshlands.
Women had a particularly dif¬
ficult time, Salisbury, said, “be¬
cause of the danger of pregnancy.
Walking on the trail was difficult

Tuition Discussed at RA Meeting
(Continued from Page 1)
meeting, “It’s interesting to see
cussed was to implement a rule that those who were most vocal
where RA members who miss tend to have a poorer attendance,
more than one meeting without an though some are legitimately ex¬
excuse will be removed from the cused.” The fifth and last amend¬
RA. This caused the most discus¬ ment for the evening concerned
sion of the evening, and was de¬ the “proxy vote”, or predeter¬
feated. Billings noted after the mined votes for candidates during

RA elections. This was defeated.
Said Billings, “I was pleased to
see debate on the amendments.
Unfortunately, a jot of time was
wasted in roll call votes, but over¬
all, I was happy to see people ex¬
press their views.”

enough for grown men, but for a
woman in the final months of
pregnancy, it was almost impos¬
sible. And, once a baby was born,
it was impossible to take it along
at the speed with which the Red
Army was forced to move by the
pursuing Nationalists. So, all the
babies had to be sold to local
peasants for temporary safekeep¬
ing. Not one of the babies was ever
jseen again by its parents.”
Charlotte Salisbury briefly
spoke about “the thrilling adven¬
ture” on which she was reluctant
to go at first. “Meeting the small
people, the unimportant people,
meant more to me than seeing all
the big-shots,” she said. And,
after seeing some of the difficul¬
ties of the Long March, she said
that “nobody else could possibly
have led the march but Mao.”

iXl
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Bates Forum
With a Little Help from Our Friends
Money and sex: It seems we all
want them to a certain degree. But
shouldn’t friendship be a leading
ingredient in our lives as well?
After all, dollars in the bank and
raw physical pleasure aren’t much
good in the long run if you don’t
have anyone to share them with.
Sharing and caring: love, experi¬
ence and pleasure—that’s surely
what we must really want, right?
Wrong.
Or so some people would say.
Many feel the anxiety involved in
finding, developing, and main¬
taining relationships is too much
to bear. Everyday it’s “Oh, I
could kill my boyfriend,” or “My
girlfriend is a real pain in the

neck,” or “My best friend just
wimped out on me.” Somebody’s
always agonizing over one aspect
or another of a relationship. Or if
they’re not, then they’re brooding
over the fact that they don’t have
any meaningful relationships.
Part of the problem here is that
friendships are genuinely hard to
figure. There’s no pat formula for
deriving what the other person is
feeling, thinking or desiring. And
most people are hesitant to di¬
vulge their true feelings during the
early stages of a relationship—a
time which is usually most awk¬
ward for both people involved.
So if many relationships, both
platonic and sexual, are anxiety

ridden, why bother?
Because friendship helps keep
us healthy—both physically and
mentally. It feeds our persona and
help us enjoy life’s trials and trib¬
ulations instead of just wading
through them. It keeps us alive,
happy and growing. But there are
problems.
For instance, sometimes it’s
hard to know when to say yes—
and when and how to say no—to
something which is more than just
a platonic association. Often a
partner may parachute out of a
developing relationship because he
or she doesn’t want to expose him
or herself to a situation which
might hazard a reenactment of a
previously unsuccessful scenario.
It’s frustrating for the other, but
the unadventurous person has
possibly been “hurt” in the past
and doesn’t want to chance a new
romance. Perhaps there’s no at¬
traction. Fine, if that’s absolutely
how they feel—respect for others’
opinions is critical as well. But on
the same token, a closed and in¬
flexible attitude doesn’t really en¬
hance anyone’s scorecard in the
“new experience” department.
But in those cases where two
people are willing to take the
plunge, so to speak, into a rela¬
tionship of love, it’s important for
them to keep in mind that they’re
still friends as well as bedfellows.
This friendship should remain the
overriding factor in their associa-

The Purpose of an Editorial
An editorial, as it is defined by the American
Heritage Dictionary, is “an article, as in a
newspaper, expressing the opinion of its editors
or publishers.” These Forum pages feature
opinions that do not necessarily reflect the
opinions of the Bates Student. Like the one be¬
low it, and like the ones from preceding weeks,
this editorial represents the official position of
this newspaper as decided by the executive
board of the Bates Student.
If a reader wishes to dispute anything printed
in the Student, there is ample space for letters
to the Editor. Such letters are evidence of the
discussion and difference of opinion protected
by the First Amendment.
All newspapers are subject to criticism. If the
criticism is addressed to the readers rather than
to the newspaper itself, then the readers are also
called upon to respond.
If the critic claims to speak on behalf of an¬
other party or parties, when no such authority

laziness. Either one person didn’t
write back, or the other didn’t
call, or—as seen especially at
Bates—unequal effort was ex¬
pended by one of the two partners
to try to maintain the relationship
and that one person finally got
tired of leading the way.

Brad Wolansky
Nobody likes to have to con¬
stantly make the first move by
dropping by the other’s dorm
room, or making the first tele¬
phone call, or constantly planning
the groundwork for get-togethers.
Excuse the cliche, but relation¬
ships—be they romantic or pla¬
tonic—are truly partnerships.
Equal effort must be expended by
both participants otherwise they
just wont’ work.
We’re all always “very busy” or
“loaded with work” here at Bates.
Nobody has huge stockpiles of
free time to draw on. That’s why
it’s important to make the effort
to get to know someone—it’s not
going to happen by itself. And
once something’s established—
keep at it. Experiences in—and
with—relationships are just as ed¬
ucationally important as academ¬
ics. School ends for us at the con¬
clusion of four years’ hard work.
But living, loving, and caring are
faculties which will far outlive our
need for scholastic study skills.
Brad Wolansky is a columnist
for the Student.

was delegated to him, the Student cannot ad¬
dress the criticism.
Factual errors, when noted, may be corrected
in subsequent issues. The staff of the Student
makes every effort to prevent the publishing of
erroneous statements. The Editorial Board of
Volume 115. Number 13
Established 1873
February 7, 1986
The Student is well aware of the definition of
libel. The editorial board is also aware of its
Editorial Board
right to offer fair and accurate comment in its Editor.Joseph A. King
Assistant Editor.....Laura C. Smith
editorials, however strong the terms may be.
News Editor.
Karen j Elias
If a critic demands an apology from the Stu¬
Arts Editor.
Victoria L. Tilney
dent when there was no mistake and no injury Sports Editor.[Tom Whalen
to reputation, the critic may be assured that the Photo Editor.
Jay "nnraan
Student will never give him one.
Joseph A. King, Editor-in-Chief
Laura C Smith, Assistant Editor
Karen J. Elias, News Editor
Victoria L. Tilney, Arts Editor
Tom Whalen, Sports Editor
Jay Tillman, Photo Editor

Tuition Hike Threatens Future of Bates
A freshman student entering Bates College in
the fall of 1978 was required to pay a compre¬
hensive fee of $5,835. A member of the class of
1986 was charged $10,500 as a first-year stu¬
dent. A member of the first graduating class in
the 1990’s must finance a cost of $14,600 in
their first year.
In the past eight years, the cost of attending
Bates has risen a total of $8,765. This figure
represents an average increase of more than
$1,000 per year over the last eight years.
Is this rate of increase justified?
Understandably, a portion of these successive
tuition hikes has helped defray the costs of
maintaining relatively recent additions to the
physical landscape of this campus. The Merrill
Gymnasium and Olin Fine Arts Center obvi¬

tion and most importantly, should
outlive their term as lovers. As a
generalization, unless we marry,
all of our affairs go awry at some
point or another. We all know it’s
bound to happen. So what’s to be
gained from breaking up in a hos¬
tile or uncomfortable manner?
And a bad final experience with
one person just makes us more
wary of future encounters. We
shouldn’t abandon our friends
when we fall in or out of love—
we should try to keep the friend
with us long after the lover is
gone.
Let’s not overlook platonic
male-female affairs, men’s rela¬
tionships with men, and women’s
relationships with women! These
are important situations which by
no means take a back seat to ro¬
mantic rendezvous. In fact, in may
ways they’re more important.
Experts have long known the
value of these types of friend¬
ships. Based on studies linking so¬
cial ties with a longer and health¬
ier life, USA Today (10/15/85) re¬
ported that the California
Department of Mental Health in
1982 launched a $1.3 million cam¬
paign which extolled the benefits
of friendship. Entitled “Friends
Can Be Good Medicine,” the
booklet of stories, poems, tests
and diagrams encouraged Califor¬
nians to enhance their friendships
by forming or joining support
groups, or by getting in touch with
old friends.
Indeed, many friends seem to
drift apart over time, as a result of
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Block Programming Encourages Musical Exploration
Recent changes in the way
WRBC presents itself have come
to light. In the January 26 issue of
The Bates Student, there are three
articles which reflect various
points of view. One is an article
which states that WRBC has es¬
tablished a new constitution which
allows for greater involvement
with the station; another is an ed¬
itorial which supports the changes
in station policy; another is a let¬
ter written by several people which
suggests that the new WRBC pol¬
icies are not so good. I believe that
there is a point which has been
overlooked in all three letters. I
would like to explain this point in
the manner of complimenting the
program director for the new pro¬
gramming, explaining why I think
the changes are good and how they
can be improved.
The new WRBC constitution
has been rewritten so that the lis¬
tener is an important purpose for
WRBC’s actions. In the past it has
appeared that all actions taken
with the station have had regard
only to internal matters. Pro¬
gramming has been based on un¬
clear terms which suggest that se¬
niority is the only criteria for re¬
ceiving a radio show. The
transmitter has been a toy for
which random ideas have been ex¬
posed.
WRBC would change its pro¬
gramming around every semester
to fit the convenient needs of the
DJs who would be given no more
than fifteen minutes to train
themselves. Once upon a time
there were enough classical DJs on
Sunday and there was a jazz pro¬
gram every day at noon. Once
upon a time the listener had a
chance because it was possible to
figure out when there was desira¬
ble music on the radio. Once upon
a time the organizers of the radio
station thought about their lis¬
teners. More recently the listeners

have been confused: once Jazz ap¬
peared on the schedule along with
other forms of music as holes in a
shotgun target and one semester
classical completely disappeared.
If consistency in programming
really did fall below the standards
of target practice then it becomes
almost amusing to think about it.
Imagine a radio station which
broadcasts 150 watts to a poten¬
tial audience of 75,000 people that
displayed so little attention to the
audience. My experience with a
few other college radio stations
and with record companies leads
me to believe that WRBC has a
long way to go before it really re¬
gains credibility. Credibility was
lost in 1956 when students at¬
tached the transmitter to central
Maine Power Company and sent
WRBC’s signal to Boston!
I see the recent changes in
WRBC to be very large steps in the
right direction. The changes I re¬
fer to are two: The so-called
BLOCK PROGRAMMING and
the fresh attention which is ap¬
parently being paid to incoming
DJs who work for WRBC.
The idea of BLOCK PRO¬
GRAMMING represents to some
people “a diverse number of mus¬
ical styles each represented in iso¬
lation, symptomatic of the exces¬
sive compartmentalization of hu¬
man beings.” Perhaps WRBC is
now overzealous in its new form
of programming. However,
BLOCK PROGRAMMING is ac¬
tually intended to symbolize an
attention to the outward sound of
the radio station. When properly
done, BLOCK PROGRAMMING
is diverse and it pleases the audi¬
ence in a manner which commer¬
cial stations don’t. The current
WRBC program could still in¬
clude a richer variety of DJs, but
it has taken steps in a good direc¬
tion.
Record companies furnish con¬

sistent radio stations with consis¬ WRBC’s apparent interest in the
tent shipsments of records for quality of its sound, people are
promotional
consideration. now given incentive to work hard
Record companies are still reluc¬
tant to deal with WRBC. WRBC
could still be more consistent in its
presentat this year, but with to have a better sound. Finding a
BLOCK PROGRAMMING, it variety of serious people who
has taken steps in the right direct. demonstrate interest in diversity
Without some form of block pro¬ and quality will be the seed for a
gramming, disck jockeys are not richer station in the future.
Formerly misguided profession¬
encouraged to explore a given
alism
is now being directed to¬
genre of music.
Apathy has always been a seri¬ wards a consistent radio station.
ous problem at Bates. Commit¬ Someday WRBC will have an in¬
ments are frequently forgotten, dependence and an integrity of its
promises are rarely kept. With own which will not imitate com¬

William Hollister

What Are YOU Going to do
When You Get Out?
would have an answer. Something
pat, definite, lucrative, and real¬
istic that would pacify even the
most concerned investigator, but I
don’t. Every time I hear THE
QUESTION my mouth becomes
dry, I panic, and begin making
noises like a small child learning
to talk. What I really want to say
is that whatever the truth is you
won’t believe it. So why not ask
me what I don’t want to do, that
1 can answer.
The “ NOT DO’ ’ list is so much
easier
to spit out. Hating blood
Certainly there are a few eco¬
nomics majors who have never eliminates medicine (not to men¬
worried about answering. “Busi¬ tion the c- in chem 101). Not be¬
ness,” “Investment Banking,” or lieving in psychoanalysis rules out
“Stocks” they pronounce with psychiatry. Finally, my desire for
alacrity ending worries forever, wealth rules out teaching.
The difficulty with ail this is
i Also there are those geniuses who
have decided they enjoy their ma¬ conviction. You’ve got to make ;
jor so much they answer, “grad¬ other people believe you would
want to do something for the rest
uate school.”
Lucky them, I think every time of your life. Frankly 1 can’t imag¬
I say, “My major? Religion.” Be¬ ine anything that 1 would want to
cause I KNOW that I am going to do for the rest of my life.
When 1 am feeling wise, I want
have to confront THE QUES¬
TION. By now one might think 1 to tell people that I’m going to in¬
vent the greatest invention of the
twentieth century- To their
“What’s that?” I would say, “I
don’t know, I haven’t invented it
tory. Many a Thursday morn has yet,” .
gone by when the shower heads
have drooped like arms miserably
dislocated from their sockets; the
toilets have been scarred from in¬
To the editor:
numerable vicious kicks; and the
On Saturday, March 1, the third
toilet paper roller has sagged and
dance to benefit multiple sclerosis
dangled like a beaten pup. Per¬
was held in Commons. Through
haps this phenomenon would
the combined efforts of Caroline
make a good senior thesis topic for
Cole, Charlotte Koudijs, and the
some future sociologist or psy¬
Chase Hall Committee, the event
chologist, but for now it is just an
was a success and Bates will be
expensive weekly burden for
able to contribute close to $2000
Pierce House residents to bear.
to this very worthy cause. For
The point of this letter is an ap¬ more than the past year, these two
peal to those boys, and you know enthusiastic women have success¬
who you are, to cease and desist fully led this organization to new
in your systematic destruction of heights. The definition of dedi¬
our water closets. Take up an¬ cation should somewhere mention
other hobby, such as playing in their names. They frequently re¬
traffic or transplanting disease sa¬ linquish their right to a carefree
plings, to drive away those bore¬ evening, to plan, set-up, bartend,
deal with unexpected topics, and
dom blues.
Every senior has heard it, some
juniors have felt the terror, and
maybe an overzealous sophomore
| has trembled at the question—
What are you going to do when
you get out?
The question has many forms.
Sometimes it starts with a “SO”
(what are you going to do when
you get out); other times it is hid¬
den, “What do you do with
that?”
_

James Gleason

Pierce Bathrooms Violated
To the editor:
There is a terrific scene in the
movie Harold & Maude, in which
Harold’s psychoanalyst asks:
“Harold, what do you do for fun?
What excites you, gives you that
special thrill?” Our hero dead¬
pans, “Going to funerals.” Un¬
fortunately, for a person, or group
of persons in the Bates commu¬

nity, the answer to the psychoan¬
alyst’s questions would be: “I get
a special thrill out of beating up
the Pierce House bathrooms.”
This is not funny. These men,
and I assume they are, because I
have never heard of women en¬
gaging in such patently absurd be¬
havior, have made a sport, nay a
science, of destroying our lava-

Opposes Divestment
To the editor:
Dear Dr Reynolds:
Being the father of a Bates stu¬
dent, I try to follow the activities
of the College. Thus, I was dis¬
mayed to see in The Bates Student
of January 31 that you and the
Trustees have voted to divest
holdings in companies that do
business in South Africa. The
pressures for this divestment are
undoubtedly well-intentioned, but
divestment is counter-productive
to the desired result.
From the talk you gave at the
opening of College last year, I had
the clear impression that you fully
understand the complex situation
in South Africa—and the need to
apply pressure on the Botha gov¬
ernment, not on American com¬
panies that are doing their best to
combat Apartheid.
It seem to me that Bates is trying

to avoid misguided critics, know¬
ing that the impact of divestment
by a college as small as Bates can
have no major economic effect.
Nevertheless, it is wrong. It is a
very bad example for a highly re¬
garded liberal arts school to set.
I would like to think you can
find a way to reverse this unfor¬
tunate divestment. As I am sure
you know, discouraging American
investment in South Africa can
only make conditions worse for
blacks there. Also, this action is
fiscally foolish; it will undoubt¬
edly penalize Bates’ endowment
portfolio, much as the Treasurer
of New York State warns that a
bill to force divestment by his of¬
fice would force him to abandon
fiscal responsibility.
Yours for the courage of your
convictions,
Walter Lister

mercial radio stations where in¬
tegrity is so lacking. WRBC still
has a long way to go.
WRBC still needs to recognize
potential diversity at Bates. It will
not be the radio station it per¬
ceives itself to be until it can show
more of the richness of Bates cul¬
ture (music or otherwise) and
propagate it. It is working in the
right direction.
William D. Hollister is a col¬
umnist for the Student and is
presently taking a leave of ab¬
sence. He is also a former music
director of WRBC.

Anyway I’ve decided to help u:
all out and write a list of possible
occupations for Bates graduates.
-Stand up comic (say tt with <
straight face)
—Writer for the National Bn
quirer
majors)
—Morning TV show host (a fa
vorite of C students)
—Dean (you all know how 1 tee
about the qualifications for tbi
job)
—Pornographic Magazine Cen
tcrfold (men and women, this is
sure to have all your friends anc
relatives helping you find work)
—Monk or Nun (tell them Bate*
has helped you to adjust to celt
bacy)
.Lifeguard (John’s persona
—Get Married (it doesn't an¬
swer the question but it forces a
change of topic)
—Bag Person (sure it is an over
crowded profession, but we al
know the Liberal Arts educatior
will help you succeed)
Remember, whatever you say,
do so with conviction.
James Gleason is a columnist
for the Student and is celebrating

Cole, Koudijs Dedicated

This matter is more serious than
sloppy eating habits at dinner, be¬
cause it is costing our house lit¬
erally hundreds of dollars a se¬
mester. We want to continue hav¬
ing Wednesday night parties, and
don’t want to install potty moni¬
tors like a nursery school, but we
can’t go on like this. In the inter¬
est of good personal hygiene, vent
your frustrations elsewhere, and
leave our bathrooms alone.
Peter Orgell ’88

stay up until Sunday morning
cleaning up after hundreds of
other people.
But this Saturday night was dif¬
ferent. Maybe the Representative
Assembly’s discussion of Bates
social life made a difference. Per¬
haps concerned students finally
realized the need and decided to
help out. The cause is irrelevant.
A record number of students
stayed until after 3 am to clean
Commons; the job was completed
in half of its usual time. It was a
fitting farewell to Charlotte and
Caroline as they leave office.
Their enthusiasm and dedication
will surely be missed.
Jennifer L. Guckel ’88

Opportunities in Investment
Banking
PAUL KAZARIAN ’78
Vice President
Corporate Finance
Goldman, Sach & Co.
Friday, March 7 7:00 pm
Everyone Welcome!
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Kennedy Presents Biased View of Legal Profession
To the editor:
I write to correct several mis¬
statements and misperceptions
that appeared in your recent arti¬
cle about Harvard Law Professor
Duncan Kennedy (“Professor De¬
scribes Legal Profession”). I don’t
know Professor Kennedy, but I
have been a practicing attorney for
seventeen years, and the legal
profession he describes does not
exist, at least not in my experi¬
ence. (I note from the article that
Professor Kennedy apparently has
never actually practiced law.)
While space will not allow a
complete rebuttal, a few points

should be made. Kennedy claims,
“if you see yourself as a liberal,
then you will have trouble” in a
law career. I’ve considered myself
a liberal since college, and have
had no trouble pursuing whatever
political, social, or religious prin¬
ciples that have been important to
me. For example, while an asso¬
ciate I was chairman of my town
McGovern-for-President Com¬
mittee, and also undertook many
pro bono (or free) legal matters,
including successfully defending a
ghetto gang leader unjustly ac¬
cused of attempted murder.
Since becoming a partner in my

Roger to Lobstertown
It’s Saturday night, Roger’s
night to play guitar down at Lobs¬
tertown. A couple hours of guitar
in exchange for a decent meal and
free drinks, plus perhaps a few tips
thrown in as well. Lobstertown is
a rather rowdy restaurant/bar,
where cheap seafood and cold
beers are the mainstays. It’s not a
family bar, but it’s a friendly one,
one in which a stranger could walk
in and feel at home right away.
The intertwining of squalor and
warmth make it an interesting
place, a place to stimulate a curi¬
ous mind. It is this facet of Lobs¬
tertown that brings Roger back
every week.
The crowd in the restaurant is
normal for seven o’clock on a Sat¬
urday night. A few meals are being
slowly consumed by regulars in the
darkness of poorly lit tables. Con¬
versation is quiet, and often the
banging of pans in the kitchen is
the only sound. Roger waits qui¬
etly at his table, as his steamers are
being prepared. He is watching
two men at the counter, who are
younger than the usual regulars,
perhaps in their mid-twenties.
Both are wearing dirty work
clothes that match the dirt-hard¬
ened callouses on their hands. One
has a baseball cap, the other a
greasy red bandana. Both are
perched on their stools at the
counter, waiting for their meals.
—Let me tell you what. See this
dime? If you can snatch it out of
my hand before I can smack you
on your head I’ll give you a dollar.
The one with the baseball cap,
Slick, he likes to be called, is pi¬
voting slowly back and forth on
his stool, swinging rhythmically
like the tail of a leopard about to
attack its prey. His one good eye
is focused in on the one with the
bandana, the one everyone calls
Alfie. Alexander is his real name,
but no one calls him that.
—I don’t want your dime, so I
just let you smack me.
Alfie smiles a nervous grin,
glassy eyes staring straight ahead
of him. He is ignoring the dime in
the palm of Slick’s outstretched
hand. Slick is grinning trium:
phantly, shining teeth matching
the white eye rolled up into his
skull. This lone deformity marrs
his otherwise normal face. Arm
tensed to the point that the veins
are popping way out, he swings
the dime closer to Alfie.
—You can’t lose. I give you the
dime if you get it.
He continues to pivot back and
forth rhythmically, but with a
shorter radius, slowly homing in
on his target. Alfie’s jaw muscles
tense, but still he smiles. It is a
blank forced smile, the rehearsed
smile of a child. He tilts his head

so as to look at Slick.
—I don’t want your money.
Slick takes a quick look around
the room to see what kind of au¬
dience he has. It is his way of an¬
nouncing that he is about to take
the stage. A mock-offended look
appears on his face. He puts the
dime in his pocket and pulls out a
quarter, which he places in the
outstretched palm.
—Okay. I’ll make it a quarter.
Still the same response. Alfie
says his. line like a poorly trained
actor. Slick pivots in a wider circle
now, as he ponders a new ap¬
proach.
—Tell you what. I’ll toss it in
the air, and if you can catch it be¬
fore it hits you on the head, I’ll
give you a dollar.
Alfie’s smile does not waver.
Once again, he spits out his line.
—I just let it bounce off my
head.
Roger feels his back tense up.
For God’s sake, fight back, will
you! The words “I’ll take you up
on that challenge” are on the tip
of his tongue. He is only further
irritated by Slick’s laughter at Al¬
fie’s response. Why doesn’t Alfie
do anything? He’s just as big as
Slick, and he’s got both his eyes.
He could probably clean Slick’s

Fred Dockery
clock, but he seems scared of him.
Or is it fear?
Their meal comes. Alfie pays,
and together they dig in. No more
razzing, both are silent now. Slick
cuts up Alfie’s clam cake for him,
reminds him to add salt and pep¬
per. Roger has an image from a
book he read as a child. One of
those educational books on fish,
step-up books they were called. He
remembers reading about the re¬
mora and the shark, their sym¬
biotic relationship. He wonders if
the remora teases the shark as it
cleans its gills.
It’s eight thirty now, and Roger
has just finished tuning his guitar.
Slick and Alfie are at a table near
the front of the makeshift stage, a
corner booth where Roger sits on
the table with his amp. Slick is
asking Alfie if he knows how an
electric guitar works. “Sure,” Al¬
fie answers, but Slick knows this
isn’t true. He makes Alfie explain
how he thinks it works, then
laughs, glancing around at the
other tables for agreement with
that mocking white eye. Roger an¬
nounces his first song.
—This is a little tune by BB
King, called “Tonight I Sing the
Blues_”
Fred Dockery is a columnist for
the Student

90-person firm (second largest in
Hartford, third largest in Con¬
necticut, and very much part of
the establishment) lawyers in my
firm have been involved, on be¬
half of among others: Puerto Ri¬
can Nationalists; hospital boards;
accident victims; people accused
of causing accidents; large multi¬
national corporations; small fam¬
ily businesses and sole proprietor¬
ships; affluent land owners; ten¬
ants and residential homeowners;
Governors; opponents of Gover¬
nors; persons accused of mass
murder, petty theft, drug abuse,
and robbery; persons wanting a
simple will or trust; small busi¬
nesses and insurance companies
victimized by fraud; small towns
seeking to comply with environ¬
mental laws; landowners wanting
to avoid or enforce environmental
laws; women prisoners seeking
more humane prison conditions;
legal aid societies providing free
legal services to the poor; and men
and women seeking custody of
their children in divorce proceed¬
ings. The list could go on for many
pages, indeed, fill a book.
Professor Kennedy apparently

is an ideologue, more comfortable
with stereotypes than with ambi¬
guity and complexity. He misses
therefore, much, maybe most of
the vast diversity that is the Amer¬
ican legal profession. Indeed, he
ignores a basic reality of Ameri¬
can law—that it is adversary in
nature, and commonly involves
contending forces (almost all cases
begin with one party versus an¬
other, with lawyers, of course,
representing each contending
side). He seems not to understand
the lawyer’s ethical duty to act as
an advocate for a client, not
merely to be a mouthpiece for
some political point of view or
ideology.
Professor Kennedy states the
law profession is “stacked—who
you are counts a lot. There is a hi¬
erarchical structure . . . and you
are going to be a flunky for a very
long time.” This is generally true,
but why it is supposedly bad is un¬
clear. As with any profession, or
college faculty, or sports team, or
business organization “who you
are” does matter, but in the law
(and in most other open, compet¬
itive and achievement oriented

pursuits), you become important
and therefore “count” only after
demonstrating some degree of su¬
perior performance and measur¬
able results, typically over a long
period of time, usually years. That
is, lawyers that seem to stand out
generally do so because, over the
years, they attract clients, render
consistently wise advice, and fre¬
quently prevail in the courtroom.
They become recognized, and
therefore, as they become more
experienced and more effective,
“count.” While doubtless there
are lawyers who do not so per¬
form, their influence typically is
not pervasive and does not last
very long.
Even allowing for some incom¬
plete or even inaccurate reporting,
it seems unfortunate that Bates
students may have received a dis¬
torted and perhaps even biased
view of the American legal profes¬
sion. Perhaps Bates should host
some actual practicing lawyers to
balance the picture.
Very truly yours,
John E. Tener
A Bates Parent

Late Fees Defended by BOC
To the editor:
This letter is written in response
to the astonishing and somewhat
crude critique of the BOC’s
equipment rental policy submitted
by Mr. Lamer. The crudeness of
his letter was not in his reasoning;
that aspect of his dialogue may or
may not have been sound. What
is so astonishing is his blatant at¬
tempt to draw attention from his
own mistake by insulting another
person.
First of all, Mr. Lamer should
consider the question “Why does
the BOC have deadlines for return
of their equipment?” I am in no
way connected with the BOC, and
hence can offer no definitive an¬
swers. But I sincerely doubt that
the policy is designed solely to ob¬
tain funds for subsidizing club ac¬
tivities. The club is not a capital¬
ist/business venture. It is there for

the recreative needs of all mem¬
bers of the Bates community. Fur¬
thermore, it has a substantial
budget alloted to it via the R.A.,
and hence is not in desperate need
of a few extra bucks. It seems
likely that the fines were imple¬
mented to deter inconsiderate be¬
havior, including the late returns
of equipment by Mr. Larner. Per¬
haps now, Mr. Larner, you will be
more aware.
Furthermore, the fact that the
“small print” was overlooked is
the ultimate self-incrimination. It
is obvious that the mistake was
Mr. Larner’s. While I can under¬
stand his frustration (after all,
who likes to pay fines, be they late
fees or speeding tickets?), it is ri¬
diculous for Mr. Larner to vent his
frustration in the form of insults
directed at members of the BOC.
That “cretin behind the desk” is

a person. That person represented
an organization with which Mr.
Larner had a contract. It was he
who failed to fulfill his part of the
bargain. But rather than apologiz¬
ing for the tardiness of his return,
Mr. Larner blamed someone else.
Instead of owning his mistake, he
insulted another person. And this
is the act of a child.
You have defeated your own
purpose, Mr. Larner. Your insults
are more likely to result in outrage
than in changes in BOC policy. If
you honestly protest the policies
of the BOC, perhaps you should
join the council and assist in
changing the policies for what you
believe to be the better. Go to the
meetings, Mr. Larner, and voice
your complaints in a more con¬
structive manner.
Rich Larson ’86

Revolution Without Change
Revolution without change is as
American a concept as Coca-Cola
Classic. We all remember the,
panic Coca-Cola created last year
when the company changed the'
flavor of “America’s drink.” For
some it meant taking to the streets
in protest, for others, severe
depression. Some of the more
radical of us saw that finally the
capitalist system had teetered too
far to the left and socialism was
breaking down the door. Just in
time, as I remember it, the presi¬
dent issued an emergency decree
forcing Coca-Cola to bring back
the old product, thus restoring law
and order to a crumbling Ameri¬
can society. The nation breathed a
sigh of relief; revolution was once
again averted.
I’m convinced Americans hate
revolution, basic structural
change. Why not, we had our rev¬
olution 200 years ago, why have
any more? Revolutionary change
is for that “underdeveloped”
country whose class system leaves
people begging for food and shel¬
ter, whose economic system sees
ten percent unemployment in
“boom” times, whose govern¬

ment is run by an ill-informed
“party elite” whose illusionary
social reforms would have put
Machiavelli to shame. No, Amer¬
icans simply don’t need another
revolution.
America is the land of “move¬
ments.” We had the civil rights
movement, the black movement,
the women’s movement; it’s kind
of a safe substitute for revolution.
(Like putting snazzy new hubcaps
in a ’64 Chevy instead of buying
an ’87 Toyota) Now that everyone
has civil rights and blacks and
women are just like the rest of us,
we’ll just get this ”gay thing” out
of the way and we should be per¬
fect by the turn of the century.
Call me crazy, but I just don’t
buy it. We spend so much time
convincing ourselves that we are
the freest people on Earth, we’ve
gotten lazy and stopped asking
what “freedom” really is and if
we really have it. Doesn’t it make
people the least bit suspicious
when radical structural changes
are happening from Manila to
Moscow and we just watch it all
on the 6 pm news? Doesn’t it
make people wonder how so many

different systems are changing in
so many different ways, yet we re¬
main somehow aloof from it all?
How could we have come up with
such a superior system 200 years
ago while the rest of the world is
still working on it? I suggest the
problem lies with our style of rev¬
olutionary change.
Our love of movements makes
us think that we are really chang¬
ing things. I daresay, ask a black
person if he or she feels free.
Don’t ask if he or she is free as an
American .because that system has
told us what it is to be free; what
it “feels like” to be free. You all
know it, you live it every day. We
are a free society as our society has
defined freedom, but we never
chose it; we were born into it. Ask
a black person if he or she is free
as a black. Or if a woman is free
as a woman; if a gay is free as a
gay.
I’d wager that each of these in¬
dividuals (and all others who just
can’t relate to the WASPey, old
men that signed the constitution)
would either have to stop and
think because the issue would have
(Continued on Page 16)
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Junior Advisors Chosen

interests and activities They were to.”
also asked to explain how they
Those selected are: Catherine
would respond to certain hypo¬ Adams, Jennifer Bergen, Rondi
thetical situations. These included Butler, Kirk Cameron, Jeffrey
complaints of noisy roommates or Caron, Douglas Damberg, Jeffrey
a request for help from a pregnant Day, Alison Fisher, Gabriella Fostudent
dor, Jennifer Guckel, Elizabeth
The Friday before break stu¬ Harding, Linnea Hensley, James
dents were informed of whether Huleatt, Vanessa Ince, Carrie
they had been chosen.
Marsh, Paul Murphy, Sean NoAllison Towbridge, who will be Tan, Alex Palacios, Peter Pierce,
one of the J.A.’s next year, said Kathryn Sabadosa, Charles San¬
“I love working with people, and ford, Kimberly Shaunesey, Jeff
being able to help others.” She Sherwin, Ann Marie Spencer,
believes that “it’s important that Mark Storms, Allison Trow¬
Freshmen coming in from such bridge, Kristina Wesslen, Nicho¬
different backgrounds have a J.A. las Wharton, and Michelle Youto come to as a friend and talk mans.

by Alexandra Delp

Staff Reporter

Students are raising funds in an effort to help defray costs for Eric
Kondo to attend the Sit-Skiing National Championships in Jackson
Hole, Wyoming. Donations may be sent to Kirk Moore, Box 518. The
Nationals will be held next weekend. Colin Browning photo.

Thrills to Finish

(Continued from Page 9)

throughout. The production level
is high, the effects realistic, the
plot without significant holes, and
the writing effective. Gosh darn,
it’s getting hard finding things to
criticize in this movie.
The best part of the film is it’s
high level of suspense. From
opening to closing credits, there
are very few dull moments. The
entire movie is bound by a dis¬
turbing sense of more danger up

the road awhile, of the battle being
over but the war just getting un¬
derway. It is this sense that keeps
the movie going strong.
One thing the movie plays up
very well is that motherly doctrine
“Remember—don’t pick up
hitchhikers!” The movie is almost
a perverse lesson, in this sense, of
what happens when you break the
rules. In this and in other ways,
The Hitcher is an all-around ef¬
fective film.

Meyers at Zerby Lecture
21st Anniversary of the Rayborn L. Zerby
The Reverend Doctor Eleanor Scott Meyers

“Religion and Marx: From Salvation
to Liberation ”

March 10
7:30
Muskie Room in the Muskie Archives
March 9
7:00
in Chapel_

degree
of caring
For people who care about peopleteachers, counselors, health and human
services professionals—Northeastern Uni¬
versity has a special place where you can
obtain the knowledge and skills needed
to help others. Boston-Bouve Coliege of
Human Development Professions.
You can reach out and further your
career with Master Degree programs
that include:
Master of Education
• Counseling
• Consulting Teacher of Reading
• Curriculum and Instruction
• Educational Research
• Human Development
• Rehabilitation
• Special Education
Master of Science
• Counseling Psychology
• Physical Education
• Physical Therapy
• Recreation Management
• Speech-Language Pathology &
Audiology
Doctoral and non-degree certification
programs are also available.
For more information and a free catalog,
call (617) 437-2708 or write to BostonIII Northeastern University Bouve College at the address below.

BOSTON
BOUVE

Graduate School, Boston-Bouve College of Human Development Professions
107 Dockser Hall,Northeastern University, 360 Huntington Ave., Boston, MA02115
Northeastern University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action educational institution and employer.

Twenty-nine men and women
have been chosen to be next year’s
Junior Advisors by a committee
of deans, faculty, and present
J.A.’s.
Last month all sophomores re¬
ceived an application. Interested
students returned their applica¬
tions, in which they explained
their qualifications and what they
hoped to gain, and were then in¬
terviewed for the position of J.A.
During the interviews, which
lasted 10 to 15 minutes, the students were questioned about their

Tuition Increases to $14,600
(Continued from Page 1)

Reynolds said he does not think
that Bates divestment from cor¬
the college facilities would soon porations in South Africa had any
impact on tuition increases.
erode.

ignored for any length of time as

$2.8 million more for the college
to work with. $900,000 will go to¬
ward faculty salaries. According
to Reynolds, salaries are very
competitive, and Bates cannot fall
behind other colleges or they will
have to make “horrendous
jumps” in order to catch up. He
also said that faculty and staff sa¬
laries are “still not up to the level
people earn in the professional
world.”
Bates must also purchase and
maintain expensive equipment and
supplies. Reynolds cited com¬
puters as an example of the esca¬
lating needs of a college.
Maintenance of the soon to
open Olin Arts building will also
use a large portion of the tuition
monies, as will upkeep over the
entire campus. Reynolds stated
that this maintenance cannot be

1985 Yearbook

(Continued from Page 4)

Carlos said that the ’85 Mirror
will most likely arrive “in June or
July.” He said, “It’s being sent in
one lump (to the printer). It’ll take
about two months to go over it,
organize it and make it into a
book.”
It is now thought that since the
’85 Mirror will not be complete
until June or July, it will be sent
to graduates, including members
of the Class of ’86 who purchased
books last year. It will cost an ad¬
ditional $2 per book which, ac¬
cording to Leahey, will be covered
by the ’85 Mirror’s budget. Mem¬

bers of the Class of ’87 and ’88
will be able to pick up their books
in September of next year.
Order forms for the ’86 Year¬
book will be available in a few
weeks, and seniors who submitted
a senior photo will receive a book
free of charge.

The ’85 Yearbook promises to
be an excellent one. Carlos said,
“I saw the first 30 pages that were
completed, and it’s obvious he
knows what he’s doing. He’s very
artistic and it’s my feeling that it’s
going to be one of the better year¬
books, in terms of its’ layout.”

Wentworth-Adams Will be Coed
in 1986-87
(Continued from Page 1)

Last year, according to Reese,
there had been consideration for
the conversion to take place this
year. Because of Adams’ death,
the process was halted. Reese said
this was mostly out of respect for
Adams.
Maid service in Adams is known
for its thoroughness. There are
also rumors that this was a request
of Adams, and that it might dis¬
continue because of his death and
because women will be moving in.

Reese explained that it was never
planned for any residence, includ¬
ing Adams, to have better room
cleaning service than another.
“Some houses and dorms have
maids who go above and beyond
the call of duty,” said Reese.
Adams will be coed by room
like Page is. For the first time in
several years the lounges will be
used as lounges instead of as dor¬
mitory rooms. As far as he knows,
Reese said there will not be any
major structural or aesthetic

P • •• Q.
rtyWUCL

changes in the dorm.
There will be no all male dorm
on campus, but there will be the
same all male houses as before.
They are Chase, Herrick, Milliken, and Pierce Houses. In some
dorms and houses, rooms that
have previously been for females
will be occupied by males to offset
the change. According to Reese,
one factor that should attract peo¬
ple to living in Adams is that there
are 70 single occupancy rooms in
the dorm that .h.ouses 156-

Month of March
Bed and Breakfast
28$ Daily
Mom and Dad’s Guest Housi
121 East Ave. Lewiston

SPAGHETTI-PIZZA-SPAGHETTI SAUCE
Cor. Horton & Sabattus Sts.
Lewisjon, Me.

iiSiljl

- Phones 2-0701-2-9301 -

ST.GEORGE’S UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
GRENADA. WEST INDIES

St. George's University School of Medicine, with more than 975 graduates licensed
in 33 states, offers a rigorous, nine-semester program leadinq to the deqrfee of
Doctor of Medicine.
In January 1985, The Journal of the American Medical Association pub¬
lished a report which ranked St. George's number one of all major foreign medical
schools in .the initial pass rate on the ECFMG Exam.
70 medical schools in the United States have accepted over 630 St. George's
students with advanced standing.
St. George's has received probationary approval to conduct clinical clerkships in
New Jersey subject to regulations of the State Board of Examiners.
A Loan Program for Entering Students has been instituted for a limited number
of qualified applicants.
For information, please contact the Office of Admissions ■
St. George’s University School of Medicine
V< The Foreign Medical School Services Corporation
One East Main Street, Bay Shore, N.Y. 11706, Dept. C-1
(S16) 665-8500
H
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Is Bates College Worth $14,600?
by Joseph McKniff
Staff Reporter
All photos by Colin Browning.

It is a little high. I would not
pay it. He does not have the
money to pay it.
Eric Holinger, Nick Okrent 7th
grade
It is a lot. It goes up that per¬
cent every year. What can you do?
It is the price you pay for going to
a small private institution. It is a
good school. I will pay it.
Jay O’Hair ’87

When students have to pay
$14,600 in tuition, they should be
able to take the short term of their
choice.
Art Flemming—Philosophy
Department

I think that a rise in tuition
to $14,600 will perhaps mean that
education will become more of an
elitist luxury. The college has a re¬
sponsibility to keep the cost of ed¬
ucation down in order to make
education available to all.
Mark Koyama ’88

Seniors Sponsor 95 Days
’til Graduation Party
It seems like 13,500 dollars
was too much, but it is worth it to
go to Bates. I am worried about
the rise in tuition. If it keeps going
up, some people may not be able
(to afford) to go to Bates; unless
financial aid rises as well.
Cathy Zomberg ’89

I am sorry that I cannot
share in the excitment my parents
will be experiencing over the news.
Josh Krell ’89

by Julie Carman
Senior Reporter
The 95 days ’til graduation
countdown began on Friday, Feb¬
ruary 28 with a kick-off Senior
Terrible. I do not think it is Bash that ignited spirit in the The¬
Worth it. 10% is a big jump (in tu¬ sis-ridden crowd. Clad in ‘inter¬
ition) if they do not raise financial view apparel’, two hundred mem¬
aid as well.
bers of the Senior Class united on
Beth Maloney ’89
a rare occasion to celebrate a un¬
ity that has not occurred since
reckless Freshmen parties.
Sponsored by the Alumni As¬
sociation and the R.A., the party
was well underway at the Quality
Inn in Auburn despite a near caj tastrophe. Original plans placed
free verse poetry recitation with
the Senior Bash at the Ramada Inn
musical accompaniment” (the
in Lewiston. The accidental dis¬
reading of the Gilligan’s Island
covery of the Ramada’s negligent
theme) and ending with their clas¬
‘loss’ of the Bates reservations two
sic song “You Make Me Sick,”
days prior to the bash, however,
covered just a small part of the
forced the seniors to desperately
repertoire. The set mingled the old
'look elsewhere. The Quality Inn
(“I’ll Be Mellow When I’m
was more than accommodating on
Dead”) with the very new (“Yeah
such short notice and provided
Yeah Yeah [The Letterman
,ample partying space, hors
Blues]”) well, demonstrating the
d’oevres and punch, as well as a
span this duo has.
'small bar.
But what about the visionary
i Lisa Ballek and Sara Lander,
message behind all the glitz and
senior coordinators of the celeshow? Bedlow is the quieter of the
■ bration, set the wheels in motion
two, saying of their new song
of what was initially just another
“Wonder Ape” is that it’s a “joke
'idea. Recognizing that their goal
that nobody really understands.”
;was achieved, Lander said, “we
Bo, on the other hand, shoved
had a great time planning it.
upon his ideas of what the music
Overall, it was a tremendous suc¬
means, in all-too-quotable terms.
cess.” The purpose of the party
“Effeteness,” he said. Their mu¬
was to promote class unity before
sic is, in his words, rebelling
diploma-day and short-term finds
against people “who become so
the seniors meeting classmates
cultured that they lose the bar¬
they wish they had met earlier in
baric spirit of life ... they, wait
their Bates experience. Also, the
a minute, does that red button
chance to rediscover just how
mean this thing is on?”
much fun your freshmen room¬
mates really were. Throughout the
evening, there were introductions
of classmates meeting for the first
time.
Responses to the party varied.
Said one senior, “I felt like I was
The Bates Student at my Senior Prom . . . where’s
the principal?”
“I didn’t realize how much our
class has changed since Freshman
Year . . . it’s pretty scary,” said

Bo and Bedlow Return

(Continued from Page 10)

But who are the people behind
the music? And, just as impor-

Short
Term
(Continued from Page 8)

What to do, what to do? Some¬
how things seems to work out in
the end to some degree. Waiting
lists often time magically dissolve
as the seniors suddenly mature and
realize that “Soil and Cinders
Study 123,” or “Canoe and
Kayak Constructing 456” is just
not how they are going to spend
their short term. Perhaps they will
tumble into a serious study of how
photosynthesis works in different
colors on humans if they sit in the
sun long enough and drink enough
of the proper fluids or perhaps a
comparative study of the intellec¬
tual impact of the different rules
of wiffle ball, softball, and stick
ball on the average college stu¬
dent.
So relax those worried hearts,
shut those open mouths and close
those wide eyes, short term and
courses will work out somehow
and all the freshmen will come to
learn that this term is known to be
synonymous with sheer joy and
intrigue.
Victoria L. Tilney is Arts Editor
for the Student

tantly, what is this music in front
of the people? For, certainly, Bo
& Bedlow are much the curiosity,
as is their music.
Bo & Bedlow consist of Bob
“Bo” Burnham (’88) and Brian
“Bedlow” Akerley (also ’88), two
musical prodigies who produce
melodies with the barest of essen¬
tials: Bo’s guitar and voice, Bedlow’s stirring vocals, and a com¬
puter to compose upon. With
these stark rudiments of a studio,
the team compiles their unique
seriocomically-styled music.
Their show, beginning with “a

Health Center
(Continued from Page 3)

who frequents the Health Center
often. “A lot of bad things are
said about the Health Center, but
they’re really not deserved. Most
of the time, the people who com¬
plain aren’t doing what they’re
supposed to be doing (taking cer¬
tain pills, etc.). People go into the
Health Center expecting a miracle
cure, and when they do get better
immediately because they have
been taking their pills or what¬
ever, they use the Health Center as
a scapegoat when they haven’t
gotten better.”
Obviously, expecting the ser¬
vices of a small health center to be
as good as those of a major hos¬
pital is absurd. But to ignore what
it has to offer is equally as absurd.'

First in News

another.
Overall, the senior reaction was
positive, but many complained
that the party didn’t last long
enough. The Bash gave many
classmates and friends the chance
to squeeze together for a Senior
picture. The celebration could be¬
come a tradition to the future
graduating classes.

Revolution
(continued from page 14)
hit an untapped but responsive
chord, or would answer in a quick,
defiant “NO!”
The world is constantly experi¬
encing revolution because every¬
one seeks freedom, but no civil
society (as we know it) has been
able to provide freedom for the
diversity of its membership. It’s
difficult to imagine that any
could. America is “free” and non¬
revolutionary because Americans
have allowed their human free¬
dom to be subverted by the free¬
dom the American system grants.
If this weren’t the case, America
would also be changing and ex¬
periencing revolution; the basic
structure of the power relation¬
ships in this country would be
changing and evolving instead of
becoming more and more solid.
Revolution can’t occur without
change because revolution is
change. Only when Americans
stop feeling aloof from the rest of
the world (“overdeveloped” if I
may) will we give ourselves the
change to experience a different
kind of freedom. Only when
Americans ask and answer if they
are as free within the system as
without it, can we raise our
awareness of what freedom is
enough to make a revolution con¬
ceivable. When Americans come
this far, we will have no choice but
to revolt against the repressiveness
of the system. When we force our¬
selves to be free, revolution
against the structure of our system
becomes the only recourse if we
are to live that freedom.
Bill Walsh is a columnist for the
Student.

